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(ABSTRACT)
The security and resiliency of electric power supply to serve critical facilities are of high
importance in today’s world. Instead of building large electric power grids and high capacity
transmission lines, an intelligent microgrid (or smart grid) can be considered as a promising
power supply alternative. In recent years, multi-agent systems have been proposed to provide
intelligent energy control and management systems in microgrids. Multi-agent systems offer
their inherent benefits of flexibility, extensibility, autonomy, reduced maintenance and more.
The implementation of a control network based on multi-agent systems that is capable of
making intelligent decisions on behalf of the user has become an area of intense research.
Many previous works have proposed multi-agent system architectures that deal with buying
and selling of energy within a microgrid and algorithms for auction systems. The others
proposed frameworks for multi-agent systems that could be further developed for real life
control of microgrid systems. However, most proposed methods ignore the process of sharing
energy resources among multiple distinct sets of prioritized loads. It is important to study a
scenario that emphasizes on supporting critical loads during outages based on the user’s
preferences and limited capacity. The situation becomes further appealing when an excess
DER capacity after supplying critical loads is allocated to support non-critical loads that belong
to multiple users. The previous works also ignore the study of dynamic interactions between
the agents and the physical systems. It is important to study the interaction and time delay
when an agent issues a control signal to control a physical device in a microgrid and when the
command is executed. Agents must be able to respond to the information sensed from the
external environment quickly enough to manage the microgrid in a timely fashion. The ability
of agents to disconnect the microgrid during emergencies should also be studied. These issues
are identified as knowledge gaps that are of focus in this thesis.

The objective of this research is to design, develop and implement a multi-agent system that
enables real-time management of a microgrid. These include securing critical loads and
supporting non-critical loads belonging to various owners with the distributed energy
resource that has limited capacity during outages.
The system under study consists of physical (microgrid) and cyber elements (multi-agent
system). The cyber part or the multi-agent system is of primary focus of this work. The
microgrid simulation has been implemented in Matlab/Simulink. It is a simplified distribution
circuit that consists of one distributed energy resources (DER), loads and the main grid power
supply. For the multi-agent system implementation, various open source agent building
toolkits are compared to identify the most suitable agent toolkit for implementation in the
proposed multi-agent system. The agent architecture is then designed by dividing overall goal
of the system into several smaller tasks and assigning them to each agent. The implementation
of multi-agent system was completed by identifying Roles (Role Modeling) and Responsibilities
(Social and Domain Responsibilities) of agents in the system, and modeling the Knowledge
(Facts), rules and ontology for the agents. Finally, both microgrid simulation and multi-agent
system are connected together via TCP/IP using external java programming and a third party
TCP server in the Matlab/Simulink environment.
In summary, the multi-agent system is designed, developed and implemented in several
simulation test cases. It is expected that this work will provide an insight into the design and
development of a multi-agent system, as well as serving as a basis for practical implementation
of an agent-based technology in a microgrid environment. Furthermore, the work also
contributes to new design schemes to increase multi-agent system’s intelligence. In particular,
these include control algorithms for intelligently managing the limited supply from a DER
during emergencies to secure critical loads, and at the same time supporting non-critical loads
when the users need the most.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
A multi-agent system is collection of a number software entities (agents) working together
in pursuit of specified tasks. It can be defined as: a combination of several agents working
in collaboration in pursuit of accomplishing their assigned tasks resulting in the
achievement of overall goal of the system. Today’s world, inundated with technological
advancements, incorporates virtually limitless applications of multi-agent systems.
Applications and possible uses of multi-agent systems cover a wide spectrum. One of the
commonly known applications of multi-agent systems today is in e-commerce. A software
agent may serve the purpose of buying and selling some of the goods on a website on one’s
behalf for an attractive price. For successful accomplishment of agent’s tasks, one would
have to add preferences into the agent’s system. The agent will also interact with other
agents (that may belong to other users or store owners) over the Internet and get involved
in auctions. A collection of such agents forms a multi-agent system. Other applications of
multi-agent systems include telecommunications and network management, decision
support systems, manufacturing systems, traffic monitoring, aircraft maintenance, military
logistics planning, simulation of real world, video games, power systems etc.
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In this chapter, the area of research is introduced i.e. multi-agent systems’ application in
microgrids. Importance of this research is briefly discussed, followed by the thesis
statement.

1.1 Multi-Agent Systems in Microgrids
The increase in the demand for electricity in industrialized countries (estimated to be 400
GW by 2025 in the US) and the increase in frequency of natural hazards all over the world
put forth many difficult challenges of securing critical equipment by seamless and
continuous provision of electricity. One such problem occurred in August 2003 when 50
million residents of U.S. and Canada were left without electricity services due to a blackout.
Historically, to deal with such situations, more power plants and transmission lines were
built to fulfill the electricity requirement. This approach, however, has limitations such as,
impacts on carbon emission, fuel availability, land use, health effects due to
electromagnetic fields, lack of resiliency etc.
Instead of building bigger power plants and high capacity transmission lines, electricity
needs for critical equipment could be met by the microgrid concept. A microgrid consists of
on-site Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) that serve a section of distribution network
and a group of loads. Local loads may comprise homes, offices, buildings and industries. A
microgrid promises to improve the resiliency of the system by allowing the local network
to be more resilient, resulting in quick recovery from failures and outages.
Intelligent Distributed Autonomous Power System (IDAPS) presented by the Advanced
Research Institute (ARI) represents an intelligent microgrid (a smart grid) concept. It aims
at improving resilience and autonomy of the electric power grid against manmade and
natural disasters. At the heart of this concept lies a network consisting of intelligent entities
(software agents), capable of learning from their environment and making decisions on
behalf of the user.
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1.2 Why Multi-Agent System?
Control and communication architecture is of prime importance for any power system.
Conventional power systems used Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
systems to serve this purpose. SCADA systems provide communication architecture
capable of controlling and maintaining power system hardware using certain signaling
protocols. Many off-the-shelf energy management products are available that provide
SCADA functionalities at a microgrid level. Examples include RSView32 from Rockwell
Automation; the Networked Distributed ResourceTM from Celerity Energy; and the Central
Operation Management System from Connected Energy Corp. These products, however, are
installed with vendor specific control protocols software which limits communication with
different DER devices. This results in increased deployment costs.
Deployment of multi-agent systems for the control of microgrids has recently been
proposed to overcome this drawback. Multi-agent systems offer various advantages over
the SCADA system for the implementation of an intelligent microgrid. First, many multiagent system development toolkits are available as open source software which makes
them a superior choice for IDAPS. Second, most toolkits are java based which makes them
platform independent. Also, with some effort in external programming multi-agent systems
can be connected to any external hardware or software entities to allow a microgrid
control. In addition, multi-agent systems offer following advantages in the context of
microgrids:
1. Multi-agent systems propose inherent benefits of flexibility and extensibility.

2. DERs, storage units and loads will have different owners. Each owner would like to
make their own decision locally. Thus an intelligent distributed control system is
most appropriate for such scenario.

3. The system may have to take autonomous decisions such as seamless transition
from grid-connected to island mode, load-shedding, securing critical loads etc.
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4. The philosophy behind multi-agent systems is that a huge and complex task be
divided into several smaller tasks assigned to several entities. This reduces the need
for maintenance and processing of large data.

1.3 Thesis Statement
The objective of this research is to design, develop and implement a multi-agent system
that enables real-time energy management of a microgrid. These include the management
and control algorithms during the transition from grid-connected to islanding mode; the
algorithms to secure critical loads and share limited capacity from DER to support noncritical loads belonging to various owners with the available distributed energy resource
during outages. This work also studies the execution delay for the multi-agent system’s
commands.

1.4 Contributions
In summary, the multi-agent system is designed, developed and implemented in several
simulation test cases. It is expected that this work will provide an insight into the design
and development of a multi-agent system, as well as serving as a basis for practical
implementation of an agent-based technology in a microgrid environment. Furthermore,
the work also contributes to the new design schemes to increase multi-agent system’s
intelligence in the context of microgrids. In particular, these include control algorithms for
managing limited supply from DER to secure critical loads during emergencies while at the
same time supporting prioritized non-critical loads that belong to various users.
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1.5 Organization of the thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 summarizes related work and
identifies knowledge gaps. Chapter 3 presents the thesis objective to bridge the knowledge
gaps, as well as the methodology to accomplish this research work. Chapters 4 and 5
explain the methodology presented in Chapter 3 in more details. Chapters 6, 7 and 8
present the case studies and results, and Chapter 9 presents conclusions and future work.
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Chapter 2

Related Work
2.1 Multi-Agent Systems and Applications
A multi-agent system has become increasingly powerful tool in developing a complex
system. A multi-agent system is a combination of several agents working in collaboration in
pursuit of accomplishing their assigned tasks resulting in the achievement of overall goal of
the system. According to [1, 2, 3, 4], a software program can be declared as an agent if it
exhibits the following characteristics:
1) Interacting with its environment (which may include other agents) (Sociality)
2) Learning from its environment (Autonomy)
3) Reacting to its environment in a timely manner (Reactivity and Pro-activity)
4) Taking initiatives to achieve its goals, and (Autonomy and Pro-activity)
5) Accomplishing tasks on behalf of its user (Sociality and Reactivity)

These properties signify the importance of multi-agent systems in developing complex
systems that enjoy agent’s properties of autonomy, sociality, reactivity and pro-activity [1].
Multi-agent systems are being applied in many systems today. Applications of agent-based
systems can be divided into the following two categories:
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- Single-agent systems
These applications include situations where a human may require assistance while using a
computer software e.g. meeting scheduler software, information retrieval and filtering
software, mail management engine, news filtering engine, search engine, etc.
- Multi-agent systems
This is where multiple agents work together to achieve a particular goal. These can either
be physical systems or simulations of physical systems. Examples include traffic
monitoring, decision support systems, manufacturing systems, telecommunications and
network management, aircraft maintenance, military logistics planning, simulation of real
world, power systems etc.
Multi-agent systems have been proposed for many applications in military systems [5, 6, 7],
information retrieval systems [8], decision support systems [9], supply chain [10],
transportation [11], communication systems [12] and many more [13, 14, 15, 16, 17].

2.2 Toolkits/Frameworks for Multi-Agent Systems
Development
It is possible to develop multi-agent systems from scratch. This, however, is not necessary
for our research as many agent development toolkits are available that aid in rapid
development of complex agent systems in a simplified fashion. There are a number of opensource agent development toolkits available including: Aglets software development kit
[18], Voyager [19], Zeus [20], JADE [21], Tracy [22, 23], SPRINGS [24], Tryllian [25], FIPAOS [26] and SkeletonAgent [27]. Performance of these agent development toolkits has been
extensively studied in many publications [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Further detail
regarding our toolkit selection based on our requirements and comparison is given in
Chapter 4.
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2.3 Smart Grid
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)’s Modern Grid Initiative signifies the importance of
smart grid in facing the future challenges. It defines a smart grid as a grid that integrates
advanced sensing technologies, control methods and integrated communications into
current electricity grid – both at transmission and distribution levels [36]. The smart grid is
expected to exhibit the following key characteristics:
•

self-healing

•

consumer friendly

•

attack resistant

•

provides power quality for 21st century needs

•

able to accommodate all generation and storage options

•

enables markets and

•

optimizes assets and operates efficiently

Our work discusses the design and implementation of a multi-agent system in the context
of a distributed smart grid or a smart grid located at a distribution level. In particular, we
will focus on implementing the concept of agents in an Intelligent Distributed Autonomous
Power System (IDAPS) environment. IDAPS is a distributed smart grid concept proposed
by Advanced Research Institute of Virginia Tech [37]. Having a built-in multi-agent
functionality, IDAPS can be perceived as a microgrid that is intelligent. According to the U.S.
DOE [38], a microgrid is defined as an integrated energy system consisting of
interconnected loads and distributed energy resources, which as an integrated system can
operate in parallel with the grid or in an intentional island mode.
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2.4 Multi-Agent Systems Implementation in
Microgrids
In the context of power systems, multi-agent technologies can be applied in a variety of
applications, such as to perform power system disturbance diagnosis [39, 40], power
system restoration [41], power system secondary voltage control [42] and power system
visualization [43]. The authors in [44] and [45] gave an excellent insight into the strategies,
requirements, technical problems and benefits of multi-agent systems application in power
systems. The authors discussed the work done in the field and potential applications of
multi-agent systems in power systems. The design strategies that could be incorporated for
multi-agent systems design and implementation in power systems were discussed in [45].
Mainly two strategies have been considered for the control and communication within
microgrids: Hierarchical or centralized control and decentralized or distributed control.
Hierarchical control requires a central controller that manages the entire system. The
concept is based on the same approach used for SCADA systems in the past. Work done by
CERT [46] is one of the most important in this regard. Decentralized or distributed control
approach is implemented using the multi-agent systems technology. In [47, 48, 49], the
authors devised control and communication strategies using multi-agent systems for
optimal operation of microgrids. The authors in [47] provided a demonstration of the use
of agent-based technology to increase security and reliability of distributed power
resources. The authors defined a military camp setting consisting of HQ, barracks, mess and
hospital, each having a generator, one critical and one non-critical load (operating
independently), a communal bus connecting the four generators and the agent system
consisting of four agents to operate the microgrid. Necessary protocols and policies are
defined to manage 1) the interaction among agents and 2) the situations that arise in the
microgrid. The work provided a framework that can be extended for the management of
real-world power systems.
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Multi-agent system implementation controlling a small microgrid (PV generator,
converters and inverters, batteries and controllable loads) was presented in [48] and [49].
The work was performed in the microgrid’s grid-connected mode. The system was
implemented using JADE framework. The objective of this work was to minimize the
operational cost of microgrid. The issue of buying and selling of energy in a microgrid
market was expressed as symmetrical assignment problem in which persons are matched
with objects in order to maximize the benefit. In [50], a multi-agent system was proposed
that attempts to restore a distribution system network after a fault. It proposed a
hierarchical multi-agent system architecture in which lower layer agents sense the absence
of energy and inform the higher layer agents, while the higher layer agents try to restore
energy by negotiating with their peers. In [51], authors mentioned multi-agent system
architecture for micro-grid management. The goal of the system is to perform tasks such as
measurement data acquisition, DSM functions for load shifting, load curtailment and
generation scheduling. The architecture includes several agent entities capable of
retrieving generation scheduling patterns from external database. The authors mentioned
two case studies performed in islanding mode on a test bed consisting of two batteries, a
generator and loads each controlled by a set of agents. The authors’ multi-agent system
architecture consists of Micro-grid central controller (MCC, connected to external database
for generation scheduling patterns retrieval), Micro-grid source controller (MSC, connected
to DERs) and load controller (LC, connected to loads). MCC, MSC and LC further consist of
several agents performing their specific tasks. The multi-agent system provides various
functionalities among which great emphasis has been given to the secondary regulation
system. The secondary regulation system starts operating when a change in load is
detected. The change in load causes the batteries to modify their power level and
secondary regulation system kicks in. Secondary regulation system then assigns the power
requirement difference to generator which fulfills the power requirements. The multiagent system was implemented using JADE. However, proprietary protocols were used for
the interaction of agents to their environment i.e. loads and DERs. Additionally, the authors
in [52] presented a strategy for buying energy from the distributed energy resources to
meet the demand at lowest possible price. A multi-agent system was presented in [53] as a
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control framework for microgrids, and a scalable multi-agent system for microgrids was
discussed in [54].

2.5 Knowledge Gap
In [46] and [52], authors proposed the multi-agent framework for control strategies of
microgrids. The work in [47, 48, 51] mainly dealt with energy trading within a microgrid
that was done between an agent operating the loads and an agent controlling the DER
resource. In [49], a system restoration scheme was proposed that incorporated multi-agent
systems. In [50], authors had developed a multi-agent system capable of performing tasks
of data acquisition, demand side management and generation scheduling.
In this research, the focus is on the parts that have not been addressed in the previous
works mentioned above. The following knowledge gaps are identified:
1. Sharing limited capacity of a DER unit among multiple loads
Previous works have not touched the problem of supporting multiple loads
belonging to different users and prioritized according to user’s will, given that the
DER unit has a limited capacity.
2. Dynamic interaction / agent control microgrid in a timely manner
Previous works have not shown the multi-agent systems’ capability of timely
transition from the grid connected to islanding mode.
3. Load control and prioritization
Previously, the multi-agent systems are only presented as a software entity that
receives signals from its environment and reacts, while their interactive side has
altogether been ignored. An interactive multi-agent system is one that:
a. allows the user to control on/off status of loads and,
b. allows the user to prioritize loads as they will,
c. allows the user to specify the time
4. Integrating additional functionalities
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In the proposed multi-agent system, new changes or functionalities can be easily
incorporated in the system by attaching new java classes to the external
programming code.
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Chapter 3

Objective and Methodology
3.1 Objective
The objective of this research is to develop an energy management system in the context of
microgrid that is capable of performing tasks of isolating a microgrid from the main grid,
securing critical loads, and serving non-critical loads using locally available limited DER
supply.
To bridge the knowledge gaps identified in the previous chapter, the following tasks are
performed:
Task 1. Identification of suitable agent building framework
Task 2. Design of the multi-agent system architecture
Task 3. Development of the multi-agent system
Task 4. Integration of the multi-agent system and the microgrid simulation
Task 5. Result validation using case studies
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3.2 Methodology
Task 1: Identification of suitable agent building tool
Several commercial and open-source multi-agent systems building toolkits are available
today that aid the developers to build a complex multi-agent system in a much simplified
fashion. Agent building toolkits have previously been compared based on time required for
analysis and design, code generation, integration with external code, response time, the
number of messages exchanged among agents etc. Details regarding the selection of a
suitable toolkit for our application are mentioned in Chapter 4.

Task 2. Design of the multi-agent system architecture for microgrid control
A multi-agent system has been designed to fulfill the goals of the IDAPS microgrid concept.
The multi-agent system is of prime importance to IDAPS as it adds intelligence to the
microgrid. The multi-agent system is designed by dividing overall goal of the system into
several smaller tasks and assigning them to each agent. For instance, the task of detecting
an upstream outage may be assigned to one agent and controlling the status of loads to
another. Although this technique of widely distributing tasks among various entities adds
robustness and flexibility to the system, it also negatively impacts its efficiency. Complete
details of our design methodology are mentioned in Chapter 4.

Task 3. Development of the multi-agent system
A multi-agent system is developed using an agent building toolkit is achieved by following
certain steps.

The process starts by specifying abilities of each agent followed by

identifying their roles (Role Modeling) and responsibilities (Social and Domain
Responsibilities) in the system. It then requires modeling the knowledge (Facts) for the
agents that aids in creating the ontology for the system. The final step is creating the agents
and code generation. The implementation is completed by implementing external
programming. Details are discussed in Chapter 5 and Appendices C and D.

Task 4. Integration of the Multi-Agent System and the microgrid simulation
14

The multi-agent system and the microgrid simulation are two different pieces of software
existing in two separate environments. In order to exchange messages among them, the
two have been connected together using TCP. A third party TCP server is used in the
microgrid simulation in Matlab/Simulink. This TCP server only allows single TCP
connection at a time. This poses a limitation to our application as it has more than one
agent interacting with the microgrid at the same time. To overcome this limitation another
TCP server, a middle server, has been implemented that allows multiple TCP connections.
Details regarding this implementation process are mentioned in Chapter 5.

Task 5. Result validation using case studies
Three case studies are conducted for the demonstration of multi-agent system’s
functionalities. Below are the brief descriptions of the case studies. More detailed
information is discussed below.
Case Study 1: Transition from grid-connected to islanding mode
Presented in Chapter 6, this case study is intended to show that the multi-agent system is
capable of isolating a microgrid and providing a seamless transition from grid connected to
islanding mode. Case study 1 has been simulated for 0.2 seconds using the simulation
circuit as discussed in section 3.3 below.
Case Study 2: Securing critical loads
Presented in Chapter 7, this case study is intended to demonstrate the multi-agent system’s
ability to secure critical loads using available distributed energy resource when an outage
occurs. Case study 2 has been simulated for 24 hours using the simulation circuit as
discussed in section 3.3 below.
Case Study 3: Serving noncritical loads
Presented in Chapter 8, this case study is intended to demonstrate the multi-agent systems
ability to serve non-critical loads using extra capacity available from the DER unit. This
case study has also been simulated for 24 hours using the simulation circuit as discussed in
section 3.3.
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3.3 Description of Simulation Circuit
A simplified distribution circuit, as shown in Figure 3.1, is used for simulating the case
studies. The figure shows a community microgrid that can consist of one or more DER unit,
a grid interface unit (consisting of inverter, filter and PWM) in the case of DC sources, a
group of five houses, each of which contains eight loads (four critical and four non-critical),
the main circuit breaker, the transformer (12.47kV:240V) and the main grid (12.47KV).
The multi-agent system adds intelligence to the system. It receives and sends messages
from/to the circuit and performs control and management actions.

Figure 3.1– A Simulated Microgrid
Sections a, b and c discuss load profile, distributed generator and multi-agent system’s
functionality respectively.
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a) Load profile
The load profile of each house is shown in Figure 3.3. The loads have been prioritized
according to their importance. The lists of critical and non-critical loads is shown below
Critical Loads:
Priority 1: Refrigerator
Priority2: Freezer
Priority3: Cooking
Priority4: Lighting
Non-critical Loads:
Priority 1: Cooling
Priority2: Water Heating
Priority3: Dryer
Priority4: Other
In the Figure, starting from the bottom, refrigerator, freezer, cooking and lighting loads
constitute critical loads; while water heating, cooling, dryer and other loads constitute noncritical loads. This load profile is the average power consumption by a typical household
during 24 hours. This data has been retrieved from EPRI’s historical residential load
database [60]. The power consumption of each load stays the same for one hour. It can be
seen from the figure that, for each house, the peak demand for critical loads is 1.1 kW and
that for non-critical loads is 1.4 kW.
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Load Profile for the one house in a five house
community (kW)
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Figure 3.2 – Load Profile for one house (kW)

It is assumed that the community of interest consists of five houses, each of which have the
same load profile. For this community of five houses, the peak demand for critical loads is
5.5 kW and that for non-critical loads is 7.0 kW, as summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 – Average Peak and Off-peak load requirement by the community
AVERAGE P EAK AND OFF-PEAK LOAD REQUIREMENT BY THE COMMUNITY
LOAD

PEAK LOAD (K W)

OFF-PEAK LOAD (K W)

Critical

5.5

2.5

Noncritical

7.0

1.2

Total

12.5

3.7
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b) Distributed Energy Resource(s) (DER(s))
For the purpose of this study, the DER capacity must be selected such that it is able to
secure all critical loads during outages; and that an excess DER capacity after serving
critical loads is available to serve parts of non-critical loads as well. To demonstrate these
scenarios, the DER capacity must be greater than the internal critical loads, and is less than
the total peak requirement. Therefore, a DER of 7.0 kW is selected for use in the case
studies, given that the critical load peak is 5.5kW and the total system peak is 12kW. It is
also assumed that unlimited amount of energy is available. Thus, the system is only limited
by the available capacity.
c) Multi-agent system
The multi-agent system monitors voltage level from the main grid, controls the status of the
main circuit breaker, monitors and controls the power consumption by each load in the
community, monitors and controls the power supplied by the DER units and the on/off
status of each load by controlling the electronic circuit breaker associated with it. The
proposed multi-agent system will be explained in detail in Chapters 4 and 5. However,
since the subsequent sections in this document require this information, the functionalities
of the multi-agent system must be briefly mentioned.
The proposed multi-agent consists of four agents, namely control agent, DER agent, user
agent, and database agent.
Control Agent monitors the voltage levels of electricity from the main grid, price signals
from the utility and controls the main circuit breaker. In emergency conditions it performs
actions to isolate microgrid from main grid by opening the main circuit breaker. It also
keeps all the agents in system informed about pricing signals from main grid and whether
the system is in grid-connected or islanded mode.
User Agent works on behalf of the homeowner and takes actions based on the options set
by the homeowner. It is capable of monitoring and controlling loads, varying power
consumption by loads, and participating in bids to buy electricity for the house from the
DER units. Each house in the community has an independent user agent.
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DER Agent is responsible for storing associated DER information, as well as monitoring and
controlling DER power levels and its connect/disconnect status. DER information to be
stored may include DER identification number, type (solar cells, microturbines, fuel cells,
etc), power rating (kW), local fuel availability, cost function or price at which users agree to
sell, as well as DER availability, i.e. planned maintenance schedule. It also monitors and
controls power produced by the DER units and sells electricity to houses in the community.
Both DER units in the community are controlled by one DER agent.
Database Agent serves as data access point for all the agents. It also keeps track of locations
and names of all the agents in the multi-agent system.
The four agents together form the multi-agent system that performs actions to achieve the
goal of the system, that is, to increase the system’s resilience by performing islanding and
securing critical loads.

3.4 Description of Case Studies
Case Study 1: Transition from Grid-Connected to Islanded Mode
In this case study the DER unit is assumed to be on and a fault is simulated at 0.1 sec into
the simulation. It is shown that the multi-agent system is capable of causing seamless
transition of the microgrid from grid connected to islanding mode. The results show the
multi-agent system can perform this transition within one cycle of a 60Hz system. Further
details regarding this case study are discussed in Chapter 6.

Case Study 2: Securing critical loads
When an outage occurs, the multi-agent system performs actions to shed non-critical loads
and secure critical loads by the DER unit immediately while maintaining the stability of the
system. Further description regarding this case study and results are presented in Chapter
7.
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Case Study 3: Serving non-critical loads
As mentioned earlier that the average peak requirement for the loads is 5.5 kW. As the DER
is of 7kW, this means that 1.5 kW is always available at the DER unit to serve non-critical
loads. And during outages all of the extra capacity available after securing the critical loads
can be used to serve non-critical loads. This test case has been performed to show the
multi-agent system’s functionality of serving the non-critical loads during outages. The
circuit scenario remains the same in this test but the DER agent decides to sell extra
available capacity. Thus the extra capacity is utilized with the help of a bidding process.
Further description of this case study, the implemented algorithm and results are
presented in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 4

Multi-Agent System Architecture
and Design
This chapter addresses the tasks of identifying the suitable agent building toolkit, multiagent system architecture and design.

Task 1: Identification of suitable agent building
toolkit
Several commercial and open-source multi-agent systems building toolkits are available
today that aid the developers to build a complex multi-agent system in a much simplified
fashion. Some of them are Aglets software development kit [18], Voyager [19], Zeus [20],
JADE [21], Tracy [22, 23], SPRINGS [24], Tryllian [25], FIPA-OS [26] and SkeletonAgent
[27]. Agent building toolkits have previously been compared based on time required for
analysis and design, code generation, integration with external code, response time, the
number of messages exchanged among agents etc. After viewing these comparisons, JADE
and Zeus were selected to analyze further and decide the most appropriate agent
development tool for our system. Below a comparative analysis of the two toolkits based on
previous studies is presented.
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4.1 JADE and Zeus – a comparative overview
In the context of the IDAPS microgrid, it is very important to select an agent platform that is
based on a well-known standard; the IEEE’s standard on Foundation for Intelligent
Physical Agents (FIPA). This will help ensure interoperability among different systems and
platforms so that the proposed multi-agent system can be universally accepted. As a result,
compliance with FIPA should be the number one criteria of an agent platform selected for
this task. Comparison of JADE and Zeus agent platforms is presented in Table 1 below.
Table 4.1 – Comparison between JADE and Zeus

JADE

Zeus

Free and open source

Free and open source

FIPA Compliant

FIPA Compliant

JAVA Based

JAVA Based

ACL Communication

ACL and KQML Communication

Provides authentication for connection

Some security capabilities

Decent GUI

User friendly GUI

Note: ACL = Agent Communication Language; KQML = Knowledge Query Manipulation
Language (KQML); GUI = Graphic User Interface
Several studies have been conducted to compare JADE and Zeus based several different
parameters. In [29], [30] and [34] various agent building toolkits have been compared in
terms of different parameters. These parameters include availability, analysis and design,
lines of code, response time etc.
In [29] author has provided by far the most comprehensive comparison of agent building
toolkits. Four toolkits, namely, JADE, JATLite, Skaleton and Zeus, have been taken into
consideration due to their Java compatibility and graphical interface. The author compares
these tools in a web-based news retrieval environment based on their software building
and runtime characteristics. In software building characteristics following parameters are
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compared: time required for analysis and design of multi-agent system; time required for
code generation; time required for integration of agent with external code; time required
for testing and debugging the system; number of lines in the code; number of new java
classes and reused classes to build news agents in the system. Runtime characteristics
include parameters of response time and number of messages exchanged among agents.
Results exhibit similar performance of Zeus and JADE in software building characteristics
while JADE outperforms Zeus in runtime characteristics. The authors in [30] provided
performance comparison of Zeus, JADE and Skeleton in terms of number of documents
requested from a web server versus response time while varying the number of webagents. The paper concludes that Zeus performs better the other two when system is less
complex. The author in [34] compared many agent building toolkits and considered Zeus,
JADE, JACK and JAFMAS as the best performers of the lot. The author provided an
evaluation of various tools in terms of availability analysis, environment analysis,
development analysis, characteristics analysis and Inter and Intra-process message
delivery results. Authors for all above mentioned works concluded that selection of agent
building toolkit is entirely dependent on user’s choice and the requirements of his/her
particular research area.
Our work is done in an area where the multi-agent system is not as complex as those used
in the works above. Response time and number of messages exchanged are critical but a
delay of 0.1 seconds and additional 5-20 messages exchanged among agents would not
make a drastic difference in our work. The multi-agent system application architecture
developed for our worked has also been designed to have optimal number of agents (in
terms of messages exchanged) to perform the overall task at hand. Additionally, Zeus has a
steeper learning curve compared to the other well-known toolkits (e.g. JADE) which makes
it a brilliant tool of choice.

Task 2. Design of multi-agent system architecture
for smart grid control
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4.2 IDAPS Background
This work proposes multi-agent system architecture for IDAPS capable of meeting the goals
for Intelligent Distributed Autonomous Power System (IDAPS) [36] concept. IDAPS
proposes a novel design to improve resilience and autonomy of the electric power grid
against manmade and natural disasters. IDAPS intelligently manages customer owned
distributed energy resources (DERs) to allow sharing of these assets under both normal
and outage operations.
Main features of IDAPS microgrid are listed below:
1) IDAPS consists of physical and cyber layers [36]. Physical layer consists of DER
devices capable of communicating with the cyber layer entities (the multi-agent
system).
2) IDAPS liberates its registrants from the intricacies and monopolies of the wholesale
market allowing them to buy and sell energy according to their pocket and
requirements.
3) IDAPS operations are divided into normal (grid-connected mode) and outage (island
mode) conditions.
a. Under normal operating conditions, IDAPS members can buy/sell energy
from/to the maingrid or their neighbors.
b. Under outage conditions IDAPS microgrid islands itself from the maingrid
and:
i. Ensures all critical loads are secured
ii. Allows its members to buy/sell energy from their neighbors within
the open market
Certain assumptions have also been made in IDAPS microgrid design, these are:
1) DERs placed in each IDAPS microgrid must have sufficient capabilities to secure
critical loads
2) All electronic devices are IP addressable and
3) Loads, DERs and electronic devices are connected over wired or wireless LAN.
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In this thesis, the IDAPS microgrid is developed in the MATLAB/Simulink environment to
demonstrate the proposed multi-agent system functionality. The simulation setup has been
discussed under Task 6.

4.2.1 IDAPS Multi-agent System Architecture
The implementation of a multi-agent system is of core importance to IDAPS microgrid
concept. The multi-agent system is the brain of IDAPS as it provides the required
intelligence to IDAPS physical equipment.
Designing a multi-agent system for any system is based on certain rules, and requires
classification of component agents, their characteristics, extent of influence and limitations.
The idea behind any multi-agent system is to break down a complex problem that being
handled by a single entity into smaller simpler problems handled by several entities. Based
on the goals of IDAPS a multi-agent system designed for IDAPS should be able to
accomplish following seven tasks.
1. Control Task
2. User Access Task
3. Load Monitor/Control Task
4. Bulletin Board Task
5. Message Aggregation Task
6. DER Monitor/Control Task
7. Database Access Task
Each of the above listed tasks presents a set of responsibilities. A summary of each of these
responsibilities is given below
1. Control Task
This task includes responsibilities of monitoring the voltage and frequency levels of the
main grid in order to detect faults in the main grid power supply and isolating the IDAPS
microgrid from the utility when an upstream outage is detected. The responsibilities also
include receiving time and duration of outage and electricity price (c/kWh) from the main
grid and publishing them to the rest of IDAPS’ entities.
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2. User Access Task
User Access Task provides user gateway that make features of an IDAPS microgrid
accessible to humans. It includes responsibility of providing users with real-time
information of entities residing in the IDAPS system, by displaying current electricity
pricings, status of all loads that are part of IDAPS, power consumed by each load, status of
the microgrid (grid-connected or island) and power produced by DERs.
3. Load Monitor/Control Task
This task has the responsibility of monitoring loads’ voltages, currents and active and
reactive power consumptions and controlling their (ON/OFF) status.
4. Bulletin Board Task
This is a special task which represents a dynamic contact point through which all IDAPS
entities share and retrieve information. This requires a decision support system that would
enable look-ahead optimal dispatch strategies during both emergency and non-emergency
conditions.
5. Message Aggregation Task
The responsibility of this task is to aggregate demand and supply from loads and DERs in
an IDAPS microgrid; and automatically or manually exchange electricity among two or
more microgrids in order to secure critical loads. It also includes the responsibility of
informing user about current energy demand.
6. DER Monitor/Control Task
The responsibilities are to store and sense associated DER’s information like DER
identification number, type (solar cells, microturbines, fuel cells, etc), DER kW rating and
local fuel availability, cost function or price at which users agree to sell, as well as DER
availability, i.e. planned maintenance schedule. This task also monitors and controls the
generated power levels and ON/OFF status of each DER.
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7. Database
A database entity is required to keep a database of all agents belonging to IDAPS, the
messages and data shared among agents etc. It may also serve as a data access point for
other agents.

4.2.2 Multi-Agent System Functionality
One way of achieving all of the responsibilities mentioned in section 4.2.1 is to appoint
agents for each task. We first summarize the functionality of IDAPS multi-agent system by
having below mentioned seven agents.
1. Control Agent for Control Task
2. User Agent for User Access Task
3. Load Agents for Load Monitor/Control Task
4. Bulletin Board for Bulletin Board Task
5. Aggregation Agent for Message Aggregation Task
6. DER Agent for DER Monitor/Control Task
7. Database Agent for Database
The operation of these seven agents can be divided into grid-connected and island mode
conditions:
In the grid-connected mode, the control agent continuously monitors voltage or frequency
levels from the main grid and keeps the status of the main circuit breaker in the closed
state. In an islanded mode, the control agent continuously monitors voltage levels from the
main grid and opens the status of the main circuit breaker.
In both mode of operation, the control agent keeps all other IDAPS agents informed of the
current condition. User can access IDAPS via a user agent. The load agent keeps monitoring
voltage requirement, power consumptions etc. at loads, and sheds non-critical loads based
on current demand-supply availability. The bulletin board agent ensures that critical loads
are served by DERs at the least possible cost and the DER agent keeps track of DER
capabilities and limitations. The DER agent also informs user agents of the available
capacity and the price at which it is available. The aggregation agent sums up the demand
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and supply for each critical load and informs the user agent at regular intervals. The
database agent serves as the data access point for all agents.
While task distribution is one of the important roles played by a multi-agent system, we do
not need to distribute the activities as widely as possible. The application of multi-agent
system in IDAPS would be more efficient if some of the agents’ activities are centralized.
Below mentioned is a proposed variation in the above multi-agent system which proves
efficient by:
1) Reducing the number of messages exchanged among agents and
2) Simplifying the overall complexity of multi-agent system implementation
Four agents -user agent, load agents, bulletin board and aggregation agent -in the above
multi-agent system perform tasks that overlap. For instance, load monitoring performed by
the user agent is also performed by the load agent and the bulletin board agent. The
aggregation agent is only summing up the load and demand requirements for all loads, one
part of which can be done by either the user agent, the load agent or the bulletin board
agent while monitoring the loads. The activities of these four agents can be performed
more efficiently by assigning them to a single user agent. We can thus summarize user
agent’s capabilities below:
1) Provides user access to IDAPS
2) Monitors voltage, current, active and reactive power consumptions at all critical and
non-critical loads
3) Capable of shedding off loads based on user’s choice (discussed in a later chapter)
when island mode is detected
4) Monitors demand and supply
5) Controls power supply from DERs in order to serve loads
After this modification achieving IDAPS multi-agent system responsibilities would require
only four agents, control agent, user agent, DER agent and database agent.
The IDAPS multi-agent system described above serves within one IDAPS system. In real
world, there will be many IDAPS systems working together. There will be several control
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agents, user agents, DER agents and DB agents. For example, consider a community of, say
100, houses served by a main grid (12.47KV) with a main circuit breaker connecting the
community to the main grid. In such community, we would have 20 IDAPS systems each
controlling 5 houses. In one IDAPS system or a community of 5 houses, this would require
5user agents performing intra-community interaction with a control agent and a DER
agent. The user agents within one IDAPS may also perform inter-community interaction
with DER agent present in, the other IDAPS to look for energy to support their loads. In our
implementation and results we have only focused on the intra-community functionality of
IDAPS. Figure 4.1 shows the envisioned IDAPS system.

Figure 4.1 – IDAPS multi-agent system architecture
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Chapter 5

Multi-Agent System
Implementation
This chapter discusses the third task of multi-agent system implementation. It explains the
methods and process involved in designing, developing and implementing a multi-agent
system using Zeus agent building toolkit. Several multi-agent systems and toolkit specific
terms are also mentioned and explained. The chapter explains the process of establishing
TCP/IP connectivity between the multi-agent system and MATLAB.

Task 3. Implementation of multi-agent system
5.1 Multi-Agent Systems
A multi-agent system is a system that consists of several coordinating and computing
entities called “agents”. There are many definitions for an agent. The agents may be
software agents, such as computer programs or they may be people like us. An agent might
be working alone in an environment or it may communicate, coordinate and share with
other agents to achieve its assigned goals.
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5.1.1 Single-Agent Systems
In a single-agent system, an agent works alone by responding to and interacting with its
environment in pursuit of its goals. In such system, agents are explicitly modeled as having
their own actions, goals and domain knowledge. Thus, even if there are other agents
working in the same environment they do not impact (or assist) the functionality of an
agent.

5.1.2 Multi-agent Systems
As mentioned earlier, a multi-agent system contains many agents. These agents share
common or distinct goals, react to the information received from their environment and
other agents, perform computations and assist other agents in achieving their tasks in
pursuit of achieving the overall goal of the multi-agent system. The key difference between
single and multi-agent systems is that for an agent in a multi-agent system other agents are
a part of the environment.

5.1.3 Properties of multi-Agent Systems
Since multi-agent systems consist of several agents they enjoy following properties of
individual agents:
Autonomy:
Agents are capable of operating without any supervision of humans. They also have certain
level of control over their actions and internal state.
Social ability:
Agents interact and communicate with other agents and humans via some kind of agentcommunication language.
Reactivity:
Agents respond to the changes in their environment in a timely fashion.
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Pro-activeness:
Agents can perform actions and take initiatives according to the goals that have been
assigned to them. This characteristic is termed as goal-directed or goal-oriented behavior.
In addition to the above mentioned properties, agents are also defined to have certain
mental attitudes such as knowledge and beliefs. For example, for a multi-agent system
controlling a microgrid, all agents know the energy requirement by loads, and believe an
entity “energy” to be related to loads. On the other hand, they believe the same entity
“energy” available from DERs to be related to DERs.
Agents in a multi-agent system may contain all or some of the below mentioned
capabilities:
Data Collection
An agent may contain enough data that would correspond to its knowledge about the
environment, which in turn would help it in decision making towards its goals.
A List of other Agents and their capabilities
A multi-agent system should contain an agent that helps all other agents share their
location and capabilities with other agents.
Computational components
Agents should contain computational components that would help them in computing
required results.
Protocols
Agents should contain a list of well defined protocols that define methods of
communication with different entities (humans or other agents) belonging to the system.
Learning Module
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Agents must contain a learning module that would keep updating its data collection
according to the performance of its computational component, changing environment and
condition of fellow agents.

5.1.4 Multi-agent Systems Architecture:
Multi-agent system architectures are classified as either a facilitator-based architecture or
a layered architecture [59]. Explanation of these architectures is beyond the scope of this
work. We will mention here that various agent building toolkits are distinguished based on
these architectures. TEAMCORE, RETSINA, JACK, and CAST are examples of a generic
architecture. Zeus and JADE are examples of a facilitator-based architecture.

5.1.5 Multi-Agent Systems Applications:
Multi-Agent Systems applications range from companies, academia and labs to computer
systems and homes. “Multi-agent systems are ideally suited for applications that have
multiple problem solving methods…” [4]. Some of the major applications of multi-agent
systems include network management, air-control management, information management,
e-commerce, PDAs, e-mail, command and control, microgrids, video games, scheduling
management etc.

5.2 Zeus – Agent building toolkit
In [20], Zeus developers described Zeus as “A culmination of a careful synthesis of
established agent technologies to provide an integrated environment for the rapid
development of multi-agent systems”.
The Zeus agent development toolkit has been developed to realize frameworks,
methodologies and toolkits required for rapid multi-agent applications development. The
philosophy behind Zeus development is that it hides intricacies of existing multi-agent
systems and provides a “relatively general purpose and customizable, collaborative agent
building toolkit” [20] that could be easily used by software engineers having only
rudimentary knowledge in agent technology. Zeus provides a visual environment aiding
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rapid and easy multi-agent application development with automated generation of each
agent’s JAVA source code.
Multi-agent systems consist of agents having limited resources and capabilities. It is the
collaboration between agents that solves the problem at hand. In [20], Zeus developers
narrated that this collaboration among agents poses major responsibilities on agents if it
proceeds to the knowledge level. They divided this collaboration phenomenon into five
main issues and described how Zeus is capable of handling them, and thus, providing
“effective and coherent problem solving”. These five issues are:
1) The Information Discovery Issue
This issue arises from the question, how does an agent know what other agents exist in the
multi-agent system and what are their capabilities? Zeus solves this by using two special
purpose utility agents, a Nameserver agent and a Facilitator agent. The Nameserver agent
is the agent to whom all agents belonging to the multi-agent system register; and it
contains names and addresses of all of them. The Facilitator agent contains information
regarding the abilities of all agents in the multi-agent system.
2) The Communication Issue
Agents must have a common language to communicate with each other. Zeus uses
Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) and Foundation for Intelligent
Physical Agent’s Agent Communication Language (FIPA ACL) to address this issue. Zeus
uses TCP/IP as the transport protocol for Zeus messages.
3) The Ontology Issue
Ontology is the vocabulary used by agents during communication. For instance, as a
general example, in English a cup might mean unit of measurement for volume or a prize
after winning a contest. In Zeus same ontology is defined for all agents to solve this issue.
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4) The Co-ordination Issue
Zeus solves this issue with its Zeus coordination engine component and internal
Planner/Scheduler component. Further discussion of this issue is beyond the scope of this
work.
5) Integration with Legacy Software
Zeus External Interface makes it capable of interacting with other legacy software. This
“provides an interface through which all of its internal components can be accessed or
linked to external systems”[20].

5.3 IDAPS multi-agent system implementation in
Zeus
Multi-agent application development in Zeus involves following steps.
1) Specification
2) Application Analysis
3) Application Design
4) Application Realization

5.3.1 Specification
In this step, specifications regarding agents belonging to the multi-agent system are
defined. We have defined the agents belonging to IDAPS multi-agent system in Chapter 3.
Here their abilities will be specified in accordance with Zeus implementation.
Control Agent:
Control agent will monitor the voltage level from the main grid and status of main circuit
breaker. It will be responsible for letting all other agents know of these parameters. It will
let other registered agents of the duration and time of outage. The control agent will also
have a GUI to display all of these parameters and take input from the users.
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User Agent:
User agent will provide a GUI, monitor voltage, current, active and reactive power
consumptions at all critical and non-critical loads and control on/off status of loads. Its
actions will depend on information from the control agent and the DER agent. Other user
agent capabilities have been defined in Chapter 3. Initial resource of money will be defined
as cash. Its value can be changed after a user agent initializes. We can define a different
value for each user in the IDAPS multi-agent system.
DER Agent:
DER Agent will control the operation of DERs. Its actions will also be based on outputs from
the control and the user agents. The DER agent and the user agent will always be
exchanging messages at regular intervals in order to operate loads at minimal cost.
Database Agent:
Database Agent is the same as Utility Agents automatically generated by ZEUS. As
described earlier they keep track of all available agents and their capabilities.

5.3.2 Application Analysis
Zeus uses the role modeling technique to formalize the agents’ roles, position and set of
responsibilities that simplify understanding and modeling the problem at hand. Role
Models have been divided into domains having specified features that can be compared to
the desired system. These domains are represented graphically as diagrams showing each
constituent’s containments, multiplicity, inheritance and interaction with other
constituents. Role Models comprise two kinds of diagrams: a Role Modeling Diagram and a
Collaborative Diagram. For example, see Figures D.1-D.3 in Appendix D. The former depicts
all notations mentioned above; and the latter only depicts the interaction. Finally all roles
are described in the form of Social Responsibilities and Domain Responsibilities. For
example, see Table D.1 in Appendix D. The tables describe a specific constituent’s
interactions with other constituents and external interface (GUI).
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5.3.2.1 Role Modeling for IDAPS
IDAPS consists of a centralized control agent that shares/provides information with/to
user agents and DER agents. When compared with existing role models, the system seems
close to Information Management domain. For further details regarding the Information
Management domain refer to Section 2 and 3 of Zeus Role Model Guide [20].
1. Select Role Models
The role models of interest are Shared Information Space of Information Management
domain, and Distributed Market Place of Multi-Agent Trading domain.
User agents and DER agents register to a control agent which publishes its information to
other agents. Thus, in IDAPS control agent acts is a Publisher and user agents and DER
agents act as Subscribers. We assign roles to IDAPS’ agents based on these characteristics.
Agent Name

Role Played

Control Agent

Publisher (Model, View, Controller)

User Agents

Subscriber

DER Agents

Subscriber

Database agents/Utility agent
(a) Facilitator

Facilitator

(b) Visual

Visualiser

(c) ANS

Agent Name Server

Although Publisher has been assigned similar sub-roles of Model, View and Controller of
the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern as described in Zeus Role Modeling Guide [20],
modifications have been made in the role played by Controller.
In the Zeus Role Modeling Guide, as part of the agent community, one of the goals that the
controller has been assigned is to respond to the subscribers’ queries by querying model
about the requested information. As the author in [59] described, in the MVC paradigm, the
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controller is capable of responding to external stimulus of any type e.g. user input, varying
environment etc. and modifying, updating or querying the information repository of model.
The Subscriber role has also been modified in that it only receives information from the
Publisher and performs in application-specific tasks. The Subscriber does not make any
queries. It is also capable of achieving tasks based on user’s inputs.
These changes do not alter the Role Modeling Diagram for the (Information Management)
domain but they impact the collaboration pattern among agents. Below we depict this
notion with the help of Role Modeling and Collaborative diagrams.
Role Modeling Diagram for IDAPS Agents (Information Management Domain)
Figure 5.1 shows the role modeling diagram of the Information Management Domain. This
role modeling has been used to assign roles for IDAPS agents. Further information
regarding this diagram can be found in section 3 of Zeus Role Model Guide [20].

Figure 5.1 - Role Modeling Diagram for IDAPS Agents (Information Management Domain)

Collaborative Diagram for IDAPS Agents (Information Management Domain)
Figure 5.2 shows the collaborative diagram for IDAPS agents based on the information
management domain and Table 5.1 explains the application specific collaboration in the
Information Management Domain. In our system, the controller is the control agent, and
subscribers are user agents and DER agent. In Figure 5.2, steps 1, 2 are the subscriber’s
registration process, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 are related to the functionalities of the controller. In
step 7 the controller sends information to the subscribers. For instance, when the system
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starts, user agents and DER agents (subscribers) register with the control agent
(controllers). The control agent receives signals from the external IDAPS circuitry and
queries the model as to how it should respond to these signals. After querying the model
the control agent informs user agents and DER agents of the circuit’s condition.

Figure 5.2 - Collaborative Diagram for IDAPS Agents (Information Management Domain)

Summary of Interaction
Table 5.1 – Explanation of Collaboration for IDAPS Agents (Information Management
Domain)
Collaboration

Explanation

1

Registration

Subscribers subscribe to the Publisher

2

Registration Response

Publisher notifies Subscriber

3

IDAPS Circuitry stimulus

External information is input to Controller

4

Model Queried

Model is queried to satisfy query

5

Model Response

Information
Controller

6

Response to IDAPS Circuitry

A response is sent to the IDAPS circuitry
based on information from model
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requested

is

returned

to

7

Information sent to Subscriber

Controller sends information to Subscriber

8

Model Updated

A change (if required) is made to the
information of the model

Role Modeling Diagram for IDAPS Agents
Figure 5.3 below shows the role modeling diagram for the complete IDAPS system. The
explanation regarding roles of Name Server, Facilitator and Visualiser can be found in
Appendix D. The Task Agents (including a control agent, a user agent and a DER agent) are
shown in the Task Agents block. The figure shows the roles of task agents in the system. As
explained earlier the task agents build an information management domain. The control
agent is the controller that sends information to the subscribers, the user agent and the
DER agent both of which continuously share information with each other. The figure shows
the full Multiplicity among the two subscribers and half Multiplicity among the controller
and the subscribers.

Task Agents

Figure 5.3 - Role modeling diagram for IDAPS agents
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Collaborative Diagram for IDAPS Agents
Collaboration among the agents in the IDAPS multi-agent system is shown in Figure 5.4 and
explained in Table 5.2. The numbers from 1 to 20 represent collaboration steps, as
discussed in Table 5.2. The steps 1 to 9 are the same as those shown in Figure D.3Appendix
D. The steps 10 to 13 are the registration process. The rest of the steps explain how the
control agent, user agents and DER agents receive information from the external circuitry
and react to it. For instance, in step 17 the user agent receives the information regarding
the amount of electricity required to be produced to run its corresponding loads and in
step 18 it informs the DER agent of this requirement. The DER agent forwards this
information to the DER circuitry and receives the actual amount of power produced by the
DER in step 19 and then forwards this information to the user agent.

Figure 5.4 - Collaborative diagram for IDAPS agents
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Summary of Interaction
Table 5.2 – Explanation of Collaboration for IDAPS Agents
Collaboration

Explanation

1

Registration

Agents notify the Name Server of their presence

2a

'Resolve' Query

A request for the network location of a named
agent

2b

'List' Query

A request for all agents of a particular type

3a

Location Response

The location of the agent previously in question

3b

List Response

The list of agents previously in question

4

Ability Request

Asks for information about recipient's abilities

5

Ability Response

Information about an agent's current abilities

6

Inform Request

Asks all activity be forwarded

7

Activity Notification

A copy of any message sent

8

Find Request

Asks for agents with particular abilities

9

Find Response

A list of agents matching the desired criteria

10

Registration request

User agent sends its ID to control agent for
Subscription

11

Registration request

DER agent sends its ID to control agent for
Subscription

12

Registration response

Control agent stores user agent’s ID and
acknowledges

13

Registration response

Control agent stores DER agent’s ID and
acknowledges

14

Main Grid and IDAPS’
Main Grid Circuitry
Stimulus

Control agent receives information from main grid
and IDAPS’ main grid circuitry

15a Respond IDAPS’ Main

Control agent responds the IDAPS’ main grid
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Grid Circuitry

circuitry

15b Inform all subscribers

Control agent informs all registered subscribers
about the information from IDAPS’ main grid
circuitry

16a Command IDAPS’ load
circuitry

In response to 15b, user agent sends control
commands to its corresponding IDAPS’ load
circuitry

16b Command IDAPS’ DER
circuitry

In response to 15b, DER agent send control
commands to its corresponding IDAPS’ DER
circuitry

17

Load information

User agent receives load information from their
corresponding IDAPS’ load circuitry

18

Control command DER
Power production

User agent informs DER agent of how much power
to produce locally; DER agent sends same
command to IDAPS’ DER circuitry

19

Information about
locally produced power

IDAPS’ DER circuitry informs DER agent about the
amount of power locally produced; DER agent
sends same information to user agent

20

Manage loads

User Agent manages its corresponding load
circuitry based on locally produced power

2. Listing Agent Responsibilities
Agents have Social or Domain Specific responsibilities. Social responsibilities define how
agents interact with other agents and Domain Specific responsibilities involve applicationspecific responsibilities. Thus the roles played by each agent can be identified as:
PUBLISHER – Social Responsibilities
Origin
Responsibility
Controller
To accept incoming registrations
Controller
To respond to registrations
Controller
To receive information from main grid and IDAPS’ main grid circuitry
Controller
To update subscribers about current main grid state
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PUBLISHER – Domain Responsibilities
Origin
Responsibility
Controller
Model

To query and update model in response to information from main grid
and IDAPS’ main grid circuitry
To encapsulate some repository of information

View

To visualize the contents of the model

SUBSCRIBER – Social Responsibilities
Origin
Responsibility
Subscriber
To register itself with the Publisher
Subscriber
To perform application specific activities with peer Subscribers
SUBSCRIBER – Domain Responsibilities
Subscriber
To perform its application specific activities
Subscriber
To update the user on current progress
Subscriber
To respond to user input

FACILITATOR - Social Responsibilities
Origin
Responsibility
Facilitator
To receive notifications from participants
Facilitator
To respond to queries from participants
FACILITATOR – Domain Responsibilities
Facilitator
To store information of IDAPS agents

VISUALISER – Social Responsibilities
Origin
Responsibility
Visualiser
To request activity reports
Visualiser
To receive and interpret activity reports
VISUALISER – Domain Responsibilities
Visualiser
To visually depict aspects of the agent society

NAME SERVER – Social Responsibilities
Origin
Responsibility
Name Server
To receive and process registration messages
Name Server
To provide network locations of named agents
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Name Server
To provide the list of known agents
NAME SERVER – Domain Responsibilities
Origin
Responsibility
Name Server

To maintain society's synchronization clock

Name Server

To maintain directory of agents and their locations

5.3.3 Application Design
Zeus application developers define design process as “refinement” process the
responsibilities identified in the previous steps. Refinement is performed by mapping the
responsibilities to generalized problems and choosing the most appropriate solution. This
refinement process involves two steps:
1) Problem Design, and
2) Knowledge Modeling

5.3.3.1 Problem Design
In this step, each responsibility is mapped to the problem that it attempts to solve. Past
tried and tested solutions are applied to solve these problems. We present the problem
design for each of the role in Tables below.
PUBLISHER SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES
Responsibility:

To accept incoming registrations

Origin:

Controller

Problem:

Listening for and recording the addition of a new subscriber

Solution:

Add Fact Monitor to External Program

Explanation:

As all incoming messages are added to the agent's Resource Database
registration can be implemented through the Fact Monitor interface. This
has a method that is triggered when new facts are received, whereupon
appropriate action can be taken.

Responsibility:

To respond to registrations

Origin:

Controller

Problem:

To send a message back to the subscriber

Solution:

Create an Initial Agent Resource and
Specify the Presence of a Rulebase and
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Implement a Message Sending Rule
Explanation:

When the rule is triggered the agent will send a message back to the
subscriber acknowledging registration. The fact sent to successful
subscribers will have been supplied to the Publisher as an initial
resource.

Responsibility:

To receive information from main grid and IDAPS’ main grid circuitry

Origin:

Controller

Problem:

To monitor the change in circuit parameters

Solution:

Add Fact Monitor to External Program

Explanation:

When information is received from external interface a fact is added. Fact
Monitor has a method that can be triggered whenever some information
is received from the circuit.

Responsibility:

To update subscribers about received information

Origin:

Controller

Problem:

To send Message [to: Subscriber, about: ]

Solution:

Implement Message Sending Rules

Explanation:

When the rule is triggered (in this case based on information retrieved
from the circuit) the Controller can send a message with appropriate
information to the subscriber.

PUBLISHER DOMAIN RESPONSIBILITIES
Responsibility:

To query and update model in response to information from main grid
and IDAPS’ main grid circuitry

Origin:

Controller

Problem:

To extract and update information of the model

Solution:

Implement Adapter method

Explanation:

The adapter method will provide the application specific code that would
give the rules for interpreting current state of the circuit. The adapter
method will be linked to the agent through its ZeusExternal interface.

Responsibility:

To encapsulate some repository of information

Origin:

Model

Problem:

To store information

Solution:

Allocate Initial Agent Resources or
Connect Agent to an External Resource or
Implement Model Externally

Explanation:

Agents can store information in a variety of ways; it can be held as facts
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in the Resource Database, in an External Database, or in Java code that is
accessible to the agent's ZeusExternal interface. The choice will depend
on the type of information being stored. In this application, model’s
required information has been stored externally.
Responsibility:

To visualize the contents of the model

Origin:

View

Problem:

To provide a graphical depiction of the state of the model

Solution:

Implement Model GUI

Explanation:

This can be instantiated from the agent's ZeusExternal program.

SUBSCRIBER SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES
Responsibility:

To register self with the Publisher

Problem:

Send message to Publisher [about: registration]

Solution:

Know acquaintances or Use Facilitator, and
Implement Message Sending Rules

Explanation:

The identity of the Publisher can be set statically when the agents are
generated, or discovered through the Facilitator at run-time. The
Subscriber can then send a message to it registering itself.

Responsibility:

To perform application specific activities with peer Subscribers

Problem:

To send the required information to the peer Subscribers in the system

Solution:

Know acquaintances or Use Facilitator, and
Implement Message Sending Rules

Explanation:

The identity of the peer Subscribers can be set statically when the agents
are generated, or discovered through the Facilitator at run-time. The
Subscriber can then send an information message to specified peers.

SUBSCRIBER DOMAIN RESPONSIBILITIES
Responsibility:

To perform application specific activity

Problem:

Implementing application functionality

Solution:

Implement Behavior Rulebase
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Explanation:

The expertise required to react to the change in circuit parameters is
stored in the form of rules. Control agent sends information to user
agent or DER agent and they perform their functions based on these
rules.

Responsibility:

To update the user on current progress

Problem:

To provide a graphical depiction of the state of the Subscriber specific
circuit parameters

Solution:

Implement External Program

Explanation:

A user interface can be created to display Subscriber specific circuit
parameters. This will need to implement the Fact Monitor interface in
order to detect what information is being sent and received.

Responsibility:

To respond to user input

Problem:

To provide a graphical depiction of the state of the Subscriber specific
circuit parameters

Solution:

Implement External Program

Explanation:

A user interface can be created to display control to the circuit. This will
allow user to perform desired actions with the circuit.

FACILITATOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES
Responsibility:

To receive notifications from participants

Origin:

Facilitator

Problem:

Receive and Store [agent abilities]

Solution:

Configure the ZEUS Facilitator Agent

Explanation:

By default the Facilitator will query agents pro-actively.

Responsibility:

To respond to queries on market participants

Origin:

Facilitator

Problem:

Match Requirements, Send Message

Solution:

Automatic – functionality provided by ZEUS Facilitator Agent
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FACILITATOR DOMAIN RESPONSIBILITIES
Responsibility:

To store information of IDAPS agents

Origin:

Facilitator

Problem:

Store [agents information]

Solution:

Automatic – functionality provided by ZEUS Facilitator Agent

5.3.3.2Knowledge Modeling
The next stage in the application design process is the knowledge modeling. This
knowledge will be used by agent roles defined earlier. In this stage we prescribe concepts
inherent to the application, their attributes and possible values. Concepts are termed as
Facts within ZEUS.
Concept Identification
The application consists of both abstract and physical concepts. For instance, islanding
mode information is abstract, while Energy is physical concept. The information that needs
to be entered is listed in the table below.
Table 5.3 – IDAPS Facts, Additional Attributes and Default Values
Fact

Additional Attributes

Default Value

islandmode

is_island: Boolean

is_island: false

main_cb_status: Boolean

main_cb_status:true

id: String

id:

outageDuration: String

outageDuration:

outageHour: String

outageHour:

main_grid_price: Integer

main_grid_price: 0

sendInfo: Boolean

sendInfo: false

id: String

id:

criticalCB1

c1cb_status: Boolean

c1cb_status: true

criticalCB2

c2cb_status: Boolean

c2cb_status: true

criticalCB3

c3cb_status: Boolean

c3cb_status: true

criticalCB4

c4cb_status: Boolean

c4cb_status: true

mainGridPrice
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noncriticalCB1

nc1cb_status: Boolean

nc1cb_status: true

noncriticalCB2

nc2cb_status: Boolean

nc2cb_status: true

noncriticalCB3

nc3cb_status: Boolean

nc3cb_status: true

noncriticalCB4

nc4cb_status: Boolean

nc4cb_status: true

dgSpecs

sendDGinfo: Boolean

sendDGinfo: false

icOpCost: String

icOpCost: “0”

userAgentNameSpecs: String

userAgentNameSpecs:

ua_mainGridPrice: String

ua_mainGridPrice: 0

id: String

id:

dg_required_power: String

dg_require_power: 0.0

send_dg_cmd: Boolean

send_dg_cmd: false

UserAgentName: String

UserAgentName:

required_power: String

require_power: 0.0

userAgentName: String

userAgentName:

dg_produced_pwr: String

dg_produced_pwr: 0.0

send_dg_cmd: Boolean

send_dg_cmd: false

userAgents: String

userAgents:

produced_pwr: String

produced_pwr: 0.0

sendDGCntrlCmd: String

sendDGCntrlCmd: false

shedAllnoncritical: Boolean

shedAllnoncritical: false

id: String

id:

outageHourCA: String

outageHourCA:

ICopCost: String

ICopCost: “0”

dgTotalcapacity: String

dgTotalcapacity: “0”

baseLine: String

baseline: “0”

extraCapacity: String

extraCapacity: “0”

send_proposal: Boolean

send_proposal: false

UAmainGridPrice

ua_DGcmd

re_uaDGcmd

dg_DGcmd

re_dgDGcmd

UAislandmode

ua_reDGSpecInfo

DERproposeBid
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UAofferBid

DGAcceptBid

reduceConsumption

UAnotCharged

receiverAgent: String

receiverAgent: “”

onPeak: Boolean

onPeak: false

bidPrice: String

bidPrice: “0”

reqCapacity: String

reqCapacity: “0”

send_offer: Boolean

send_offer: false

offer_maker: String

offer_maker: “”

acceptedUser: String

acceptedUser: “”

accept_offer: String

accept_offer: “0”

accept_price: String

accept_price: “0”

accept_capacity: String

accept_capacity: “0”

userAgentID: String

userAgentID: “”

reduceConsBy: String

reduceConsBy: “0”

send_msg: Boolean

send_msg: false

reduce_consumption: String

reduce_consumption: “0”

send_msg: Boolean

send_msg: false

notCharged: Boolean

notCharged: false

userAgentID: String

userAgentID: “”

agentsName

name: String

agentRegistered

name: String

inIDAPS

name: String

isInIDAPS: false

isInIDAPS: Boolean

Typing and Constraints
Constraints mean restricting the values of concepts to subsets of legal values. No
constraints need to be ascribed to concepts for our application. Default values for all
concepts have been identified in the previous Table. The application does not require any
types to be related to the concepts. For example, typing can be added for the concepts
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related to DER where the type of DER i.e. Fuel Cell, Solar cell etc. could be prescribed to a
DER. This work will not take these constraints into consideration.

5.3.4 Application Realization
The application realization stage consists of steps required to create a generic ZEUS agent
capable of performing roles identified in previous sections. This is purely technical and tool
specific process and detailed information regarding this process can be found in ZEUS
Application Realization Guide in [20]. The application realization process consists of
following steps:
1) Ontology Creation
2) Agent Creation, for each task agent this consists of:
•

Agent Definition

•

Task Description

•

Agent Organization

•

Agent Co-ordination

3) Utility Agent Configuration
4) Task Agent Configuration
5) Agent Implementation

Roles models can be transformed into agent descriptions using the above mentioned steps.
The final step is agent’s generation, which can be done using the Zeus Agent Generator
Tool. The steps are mentioned in the Appendix C.

5.4 Running the IDAPS Multi-agent system
Application
IDAPS multi-agent system application can be run by first compiling the whole folder and
then double clicking run1.bat, run2.bat and run3.bat files in the same order. run1 starts the
Agent Name Server, run2 starts the application’s GUIs (ControlAgent, UserAgent1,
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UserAgent2, UserAgent3, UserAgent4, UserAgent5 and DERAgent), run3 starts Facilitator
and Visualizer.
Mentioned next is the task that was extremely important for the system to work, that of
establishing connection between the multi-agent system and the MATLAB Simulink.

Task 4. Integration of the Multi-Agent System and
the microgrid simulation
The multi-agent system has been connected to the microgridin the MATLAB/Simulink
environment over a TCP/IP connection. This way, the microgrid could be controlled by the
multi-agent system from any remote location. A third party TCP server, [55],
implementable in MATLAB Simulink was used to establish the TCP connectivity. Socket
programming was done in agents’ external java classes. The chosen server is capable of
managing 62 outputs and (according to the developer) unlimited inputs. Note that these
are string inputs/outputs not the number of TCP connections.
Being a proprietary product, the developer didn’t give any access to the code of the server.
The server allows only a single TCP connection at a time and follows a specific format for
the input/output messages. This limits our control over the connection between the multiagent system and the microgridas each agent (a user agent, a DER agent and a control)
requires a separate TCP connection to the microgrid. To handle the situation a middle
server was developed. The middle server allows multiple TCP connections to the microgrid
and flexible control over the message exchange between the microgrid and the multi-agent
system. Figure 5.6 depicts this scenario.
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Figure 5.5 - Middle server Implementation

The middle server acts as a server for the multi-agent system and a client for the
microgrid’s TCP/IP server. It allows multiple input TCP connections from the multi-agent
system and establishes a single TCP connection with the microgrid’s TCP/IP Server. Any
message sent from the multi-agent system is processed in the middle server and sent out to
the microgrid’s TCP/IP server in the appropriate format. Similarly, messages sent by the
microgrid’s TCP/IP server are received by the middle server and sent out to the
appropriate receiver in the multi-agent system. For example, any information about the
main grid’s voltage is sent by the microgrid’s TCP/IP server to the middle server, middle
server processes it, and sends it to the control agent.

Task 5. Case studies
The case studies conducted for the demonstration of multi-agent system’s functionalities
are discussed in section 3.4. The results and description of the tests are presented and
discussed in Chapter 6, 7 and 8.
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Chapter 6

Case study 1: Transition from
grid connected to islanding mode
This chapter addresses the first case study conducted to analyze the multi-agent system’s
functionality of detecting an upstream fault, and islanding the microgrid from the main grid
once the fault is detected. We address the multi-agent system’s ability to sense anomaly in
the voltage level from the main grid; its ability to exchange messages in order to achieve
the agents’ common goal; and the agents’ ability to island the microgrid in a timely manner.
The simulation circuit used is as shown in Figure 3.1.

6.1 Messages exchanged among agents and
physical entities
Control agent senses anomaly in the voltage level from main grid and informs all agents in
its network. Figure 6.1 shows the exchange of messages among agents and the control
signals sent to the physical entities as soon as a fault occurs.
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Exchange of messages

Steps involved in transition
process
Control Agent Messages
User Agent Messages
DER Agent Messages

Figure 6.1 – Sequence followed in transition process

The process of transition takes places in four steps as shown in Figure 6.1. These sequences
can be explained as follows:
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Sequence 1: The control agent monitors and detects upstream faults
The control agent constantly monitors the health of the system. This can be
accomplished by sensing the system voltage from the physical element in a
simulated microgrid. The fault condition is detected when the voltage level goes
below a preset threshold.
Sequence 2: The control agent issues the status change signal & opens the main circuit
breaker once the upstream fault is detected
Once the upstream outage is detected, the control agent sends a signal to notify all
agents in the network of the microgrid status and the time of outage. The message
consists of two attributes under the islandmode fact: an is_island signal, which is set
to “true”; the outageHour, which equals to the time when fault was detected, as well
as the receiver agent’s ID. At the same time, the control agent also opens the main
circuit breaker to isolate microgrid from the main grid.
Sequence 3: User agents shed non-critical loads; the DER agent increases the DER output to
match the demand for critical loads
Once an outage is detected, all user agents turn off non-critical loads of their
respective houses. As soon as the DER agent receives an outage signal, it instantly
increases the DER output to match the demand for critical loads and then waits for
the demand signal from the user agents.
Sequence 4: User agents issue demand signals; the DER agent operates the DER unit
according to the received demand signals
The user agents measure the instantaneous demand for critical loads and send this
power requirement by their respective critical loads to the DER agent. On receiving
the demand signals from user agents, the DER agent increases DER unit’s generation
according to the requested demand.
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It should be understood that the DER agent’s time to wait for the demand signal from the
user agents is not more than fraction of tenth of a second. This allows for a smooth
transition process.

6.2 Updating the ontology
At the occurrence of any of the steps, the facts in the multi-agent system’s ontology are
updated. It is the updating of the ontology that helps agents understand what is happening
in their environment. The facts that are updated during this process are
Table 6.1 – Facts, updated attributes and updated values
Facts

Updated Attributes

Updated Value

islandmode

-is_island

-true

-outageHour

-is set equal to the time out
outage

-id

-receiver agent’s name

-shedAllnoncritical

-true

-outageHourCA

-is set equal to outageHour

criticalCB1

c1cb_status

true

criticalCB2

c2cb_status

true

criticalCB3

c3cb_status

true

criticalCB4

c4cb_status

true

noncriticalCB1

nc1cb_status

false

noncriticalCB2

nc2cb_status

false

noncriticalCB3

nc3cb_status

false

noncriticalCB4

nc4cb_status

false

ua_DGcmd

-dg_required_power

UAislandmode

-is set equal to the power
required by the critical
loads

- send_dg_cmd: Boolean
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- true

-UserAgentName

-is set equal to user agent’s
ID

re_dgDGcmd

produced_pwr

is set equal to the power
required by the critical loads
for the related user agent

6.3 Results and discussion
The circuit shown in Figure 3.1 is simulated for 0.2 second. The simulation result shown in
Figure 6.2 illustrates the variation of 60Hz voltage and current waveforms before and after
the upstream outage applied to the circuit at 0.1 second. This case study is conducted to
determine how quickly the multi-agent system can perform its actions to isolate the
microgrid while maintaining its stability. It is assumed that the DER can increase its output
instantaneously with the help of battery storage.
During the grid-connected mode: the microgrid’s voltage and frequency are controlled such
that they follow the grid’s voltage and frequency, which are roughly at 1 per unit and 60 Hz,
respectively. The peak microgrid demand is 12.5kW, including 5.5kW critical loads and
7.0kW non-critical loads.
During the transition: Once the control agent detects the fault at t = 0.1, the control agent
informs the user agent and the DER agent, both of which exchange information and
determine the amount of loads to be shed and the amount of power to be produced
internally in order to stabilize the microgrid. The control agent sends a control signal to
isolate the microgrid by disconnecting the main circuit breaker as soon as the upstream
outage is detected. Depending on the pre-defined load priority set by a user and the
available internal generation, the user agent can disconnect non-critical loads and certain
critical loads. In this case, it is assumed that the generator can fully support connected
critical loads capacity, i.e. 7kW, without any energy limitation during the outage. Thus, the
user agent only disconnects the non-critical loads and leaves the critical loads intact. All
agent actions – from detecting the fault, disconnecting the main circuit breaker,
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disconnecting the non-critical loads to stabilizing the grid – can be accomplished within
one cycle for a 60-Hz system. The DER fault current as shown is limited by the inverter
rating in the case of an inverter-based DER.
In the island mode: after the fault occurred at 0.1 second, the IDAPS microgrid is
disconnected from the main grid. When the microgrid is operated in the island mode, the
voltage is always controlled at 1 per unit and the frequency is always controlled at 60Hz.
The user agent and the DER agent balance the demand and supply within the microgrid.
The total system load is reduced to its critical loads of 5.5kW and the DER produces 5.5kW
internally to supply these critical loads.

Figure 6.2 – Simulation results ([56])
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Chapter 7

Case study 2: Securing Critical
Loads
This test case exhibits the multi-agent system’s capability of securing all critical loads as
soon as an outage occurs. This case study can be considered an extension to case study 1 as
both involve exchange of similar messages. The results presented in this chapter however
illustrate the multi-agent system’s functionality over a 24-hour period. The same
simulation circuit as shown in Figure 3.1 is used to simulate the case study 2.

7.1 Messages exchanged among agents and
physical entities
The messages exchanged between agents and the signals sent to physical entities are the
same as case study 1. Figure 6.1 can be viewed to see a depiction of these messages. Also,
section 6.2 can be referred to see explanation of the steps involved in the process.
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7.2 Updating the ontology
At the occurrence of any of the steps, the Facts in the multi-agent system’s ontology are
updated. It is the updating of the ontology that helps agents understand what is happening
in their environment. The facts that are updated during this process are illustrated in Table
7.1.
Table 7.1 – Facts, updated attributes and updated values
Facts

Updated Attributes

Updated Value

islandmode

-is_island

-true

-outageHour

-is set equal to the time out outage

-id

-receiver agent’s name

-shedAllnoncritical

-true

-outageHourCA

-is set equal to outageHour

criticalCB1

c1cb_status

true

criticalCB2

c2cb_status

true

criticalCB3

c3cb_status

true

criticalCB4

c4cb_status

true

noncriticalCB1

nc1cb_status

false

noncriticalCB2

nc2cb_status

false

noncriticalCB3

nc3cb_status

false

noncriticalCB4

nc4cb_status

false

ua_DGcmd

-dg_required_power

-is set to the power

UAislandmode

required by critical loads
- send_dg_cmd: Boolean

-is set equal to user agent’s ID

-UserAgentName
re_dgDGcmd

-true

-produced_pwr

is set equal to the power required by
the critical loads for the related user
agent
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7.3 Results and discussion
The results shown in Figure 7.1 shows the loads managed for five houses, house #1, house
#2, house#3, house#4 and house#5,where loads are being controlled by user agent1, user
agent2, user agent3, user agent4 and user agent5 respectively.
It is assumed that the outage occurred at 5:00PM. The results clearly show that as soon as
an outage is detected the multi-agent system performs its actions to secure the most
critical loads at both the houses prioritized according to the homeowner’s choice.
The user agents continuously send their demand request to the DER agent and Figure 7.2
shows the generation at the DER unit to support critical loads. This case study illustrates
the ability of multiple agents to work in collaboration to secure the critical loads for the
entire outage duration.
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Figure 7.1 – Securing critical loads of houses#1-5
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Chapter 8

Case study 3: Serving non-critical
loads during outages
At the occurrence of an outage, the system first secures all critical loads as discussed in
Chapter 7. Since there is excess capacity from the DER unit after serving critical loads, this
excess capacity can be shared by some of the non-critical loads in the community. Here, we
present a method that allows the limited DER capacity to be shared among non-critical
loads of various users during outages.
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8.1 Messages exchanged among agents and
physical entities

Figure 8.1 – The steps and messages involved in the process of serving non-critical loads

Figure 8.1 depicts the interaction between a DER agent and a user agent in order to support
non-critical loads during outage conditions based on a bidding system. The process
consists of four steps, namely:
1. Bidding Signal
2. Offer to Buy Signal
3. Acceptance Signal
4. Operate non-critical loads
The first three steps involve the messaging exchange among the DER agent and the user
agent, while the last step deals with the operation of non-critical loads. The system requires
initialization of user agents and the DER agent before performing the four steps mentioned
above. We start with initialization of user agents and proceed with discussing the four
steps mentioned above in detail.
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Initialization – User Agent
For the initialization of a user agent, a homeowner w
will
ill be asked to enter the amount of
money that one wants to spend for an outage
outage.
Limitation Amount = $ x

The limitation amount helps in making sure that the user agent does not spend more than
the homeowner can afford for non
non-critical loads.
The user also
so makes a selection of the time of the day when he or she wants to buy
electricity from the DER Agent. The selection can be made from the options given in user
agent’s user interface (UI). It is similar to arranging email inbox to have certain emails fall
into specified folders.
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1. DER Agent - Bidding Signal
During an outage, DER agent broadcasts its intention to sell some of the extra available
capacity. It does so by broadcasting a bidding signal to all of the user agents in the
network at regular intervals. This bidding signal consists of the values of:
•

Excess DER capacity after supplying critical loads (kW);

•

Base price for non-critical loads (c/kWh), and.

•

On-peak flag (true/fault)

In this system, it is mandatory that all critical loads need to be served at the price
previously agreed upon by the homeowners and the DER owner. Thus, energy price for
critical loads (c/kWh) is sent to all user agents in “DER specifications” signal (under the
Fact “dgSpecs”). This signal is sent to each user agent at regular intervals at the occurrence
of an outage.
Excess DER capacity after supplying critical loads (kW): The excess DER capacity in any
given time interval is calculated by subtracting the total DER capacity of 7kW by the
demand for all critical loads. The demand for critical loads is determined from the
historical data.
Base price for non-critical loads (c/kWh): This is the minimum price that a DER owner is
willing to sell its electricity to serve non-critical loads. The base price is adjusted every time
step (in this study, the time step is 1 hour) depending on the availability DER capacity
(kW). If the available capacity is low, the DER agent will increase the base price. A
minimum of 35 c/kWh and maximum of 50 c/kWh have been selected as the value of DER
base price for the minimum demand and maximum demand hours respectively. It is
assumed that the minimum DER base price of 35 c/kWh includes investment, taxes,
operation and maintenance and fuel consumption. The maximum DER base price of 50
c/kWh is arbitrarily selected. Figure 8.2 shows the relationship between the base price for
non-critical loads and the available capacity at the DER unit during the day. It can be seen
that the highest instance of price occurs when available capacity is at its lowest. The data
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has been generated given the DER capacity of 7kW and the load profile presented in Figure
8.3.
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Figure 8.2 – Base price (c/kWh) based on the available extra capacity (kW)
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On-peak flag (true/false): The DER agent also lets the user agents know whether it is onpeak or off-peak time of the day. Two methods were considered to determine on-peak time
of the day. First method was to take this information from Dominion Electrics’ tariff for
residential customers, which identifies 1PM to 10PM as the on-peak hours in the day. The
second method was to determine this by calculating the supply and demand for the
upcoming hour. If the expected demand for the total loads during the next hour is found to
be 80% of the total capacity, the hour is considered to be on-peak hour and on-peak flag is
set to true. Otherwise on-peak hour is kept as false. We chose the first method in our work.
The values of extra capacity, base price, and the on-peak flag are broadcasted to all of the
user agents in the bidding signal.

2. User Agent–Offer to buy signal
In the initialization process, the hours during which a user agent should perform bidding
are selected by the user before the occurrence of any outage. These are the hours that the
users need to use their non-critical loads. Thus the user agent does not perform any action
if the bidding signal is received at a time instance when the user is not interested in buying
any capacity. However, if the bidding signal is received at a time when the user wants to
use their equipment, the user agent calculates the required capacity and the offer price at
which it wants to buy the extra capacity broadcasted by the DER agent.
The following values comprise the offer to buy signal:
•

Required capacity (kW)

•

Offer price (c/kWh)

•

User agent’s ID

Required Capacity (kW): Once receiving a bidding signal, if a user indicates the need to use
their non-critical loads in the next hour, a user agent calculates the capacity required to run
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all non-critical loads based on the available historical data. The user agent sets this as the
required capacity.
Offer Price (c/kWh): The user agent also calculates the offer price. The calculation
methodology will be different for on-peak and off-peak hours.
For on-peak hours: The selected offer price will be higher than the DER base price for noncritical loads. This is because there is not enough capacity to supply all non-critical loads of
all users. All user agents will randomly select this offer price between the DER base price
and the DER base price + a constant value set by a user. In this work, three constant values
have been selected:
1. 15 cents/kWh
2. 20 cents/kWh
3. 25 cents/kWh
This practice generates reasonably dissimilar price values that help in testing of the multiagent system. A threshold value higher than this would result in unrealistic offer prices.
This will become clear with the results presented in section 8.4.
For off-peak hours: If selected hours happen to be during off-peak hours the value of offer
price is set the same as the base price. This is because the DER has the available capacity
sufficient to supply all non-critical loads of all users. Competition is therefore not
necessary.
Please note that this work does not focus on computing a best offer price for the user
agents, rather its aim is to implement the proposed algorithm. Having said that, even now
the offer prices generated by user agents give a good assessment of the implemented
system as shall be visible in results later on.
After this, the user agent sends a message packaging required capacity, offer price and its
own ID to the DER Agent for the continuation of the process.
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3. DER Agent –Acceptance Signal
Once the DER agent receives ‘offer to buy’ messages from several user agents, the DER
agent performs offer price comparison as follows:
1. If the bid prices are lower than the DER base price: The user agent’s message is
refused.
2. If the bid prices are greater than the DER base price: The bid prices are compared.
a. Unequal offer prices: The user agent with the highest offer price is given the
highest priority and is sold the demanded capacity. The user agents with
lower offer price are served with the remaining capacity.
b. Equal offer prices: If offer price by two or more user agents match, the DER
agent prioritizes offers based on the value of their required capacity. The
user agent with higher required capacity is given highest priority and is sold
the asked capacity at the offer price. The other user agent is served from the
remaining capacity.
c. Equal offer price and required capacity: If both required capacity and offer
price match, the required capacity is equally divided among the concerning
user agents.
After conducting these steps the DER agent sends acceptance signal to all of the concerning
user agents. This acceptance message contains:
•

The user agent’s ID

•

The price at which the bid was accepted

•

The accepted capacity

4. User Agent – Operating non-critical loads
Once a user agent receives the acceptance signal from the DER agent, the user agent then
compares the accepted capacity with the required capacity.
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1. If the accepted capacity is equal to the required capacity: The user agent turns on
the non-critical loads for the coming hour.
2. If the accepted capacity is lower than the required capacity: The user agent will only
turn on the most important non-critical loads that can be served by the accepted
capacity.

Benefits:
The end results of the simulation offer following benefits:
1) The awareness of the amount of money spent during the outage
2) A feedback for a homeowner to select an appropriate amount of money to spend
during any given outage duration
3) The duration for which the non-critical loads would be served for a given amount of
money
4) Better capacity utilization of DER unit

8.2 Updating the ontology
At the occurrence of any of the steps, the facts in the multi-agent system’s ontology are
updated. It is the updating of the ontology that helps agents understand what is happening
in their environment. The facts that are updated during this process are:
Table 8.1 – Facts, updated attributes and updated values
Facts

Updated Attributes

Updated Value

DERproposeBid

-baseLine

-set equal to Base Price

-extraCapacity

-set equal to Extra Capacity

-onPeak

-True or false based on time

-receiverAgent

-user agent’s ID

-bidPrice

-set equal to Offer Price

-reqCapacity

-set equal to req. capacity

-offer_maker

-user agent’s ID

UAofferBid
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DGAcceptBid

UAnotCharged

-acceptedUser

-user agent’s ID

-accept_price

-accepted price

-accept_capacity

-accepted capacity

-notCharged

-true or false based on
whether the user used any
bought capacity or not

reduceConsumption

-userAgentID

-user agent’s ID

-userAgentID

-user agent’s ID

-reduceConsBy

-the value with which
consumption exceeds the
bought capacity

8.3 Results and discussion
In this scenario, the outage occurs at 12:20AM. At 12:20AM and all of the critical loads are
secured, according to the methodology shown in Chapter 7. Three tests were run for three
different ranges of offer prices during on-peak hours:
1. DER base price to DER base price+ 15 cents/kWh
2. DER base price to DER base price + 20 cents/kWh
3. DER base price to DER base price + 25 cents/kWh
The DER agent generates its first bidding signal for the extra capacity at 12:30AM for the
next hour starting at 1AM. On-peak hours are selected to be between 1PM – 10PM and offpeak hours are all the rest of the hours during the day. The values of on-peak and off-peak
hours have been taken from Dominion Electric’s tariff for residential service draft for the
month of August. The initialization of the user agents is done as follows:
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User Agent - Initialization:
The initialization of user agents is the first step for the bidding process. The users enter
limitation amounts and select the hours during which they want to bid for extra capacity
available from DER agent. User agents 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 were initialized as follows,
Enter Limitation Amount:
The limitation amount selected by each user agent is presented in Table 8.2. The limitation
amount can also be termed as the cost of reliability for the homeowner as it lets them
determine how much cost is required to support their non-critical loads during outages.
Table 8.2 – Limitation amounts entered by homeowners
House

Limitation Amount

House #1

$10.00

House #2

$15.00

House#3

$20.00
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House#4

$25.00

House#5

$35.00

Select Operational Hours (Bidding hours):
The homeowner then selects the operational hours for their noncritical loads. Following
hours were selected to show different features of the system.
Table 8.3 – Selection of operational hours by users

Hours
00:00
01:00
02:00
03:00
04:00
05:00
06:00
07:00
08:00
09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00

Selection for noncritical loads operation
User
User
User
User
User
Agent1
Agent2
Agent3
Agent4
Agent5
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22:00
23:00



This selection has been done to exhibit various functional features of the system. It can be
seen from the selected hours 1) overlap for the houses and 2) occur during on-peak and
off-peak hours of the day.
The features that require testing are:
For DER Agent:
Following functionalities of the DER agent are tested
1) Sending a bidding signal that contains correct values of extra capacity, base priceand
on-peak flag
2) Action performed when the offer prices from user agents are equal
3) Action performed when both offer price and required capacity from user agents are
the same
4) Action performed when the bid prices are greater than the DER base price
5) Sending an acceptance signal that contains correct values of accepted capacity and
accepted price to the correct user agents
For user agents:
Following functionalities of user agents are tested
1) Turning on non-critical loads during the operational hours selected by the
homeowner
2) Performing bids according to the limitation amount entered by the homeowner
3) Operating non-critical loads according to the accepted capacity
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Results Explanation:
The DER agent sends out bidding signal for the upcoming hour to each user agent half an
hour before the upcoming hour. The bidding duration is set at 15 minutes. All user agents
wanting to participate in the bidding must send their ‘Offer to Buy’ signals during this
interval. Once the DER agent receives all of the offers, it compares them and sends out the
results to each of the user agents at the end of bidding time as discussed earlier in this
chapter.
Table 8.4 – Comparison of offer Prices (Offer price is between the DER base price and the
DER baseprice + 15 cents/kWh) Price to server critical loads = 35.00 c/kWh
User Agent1 User Agent2 User Agent3 User Agent4 User Agent5
offer price
c/kWh
0:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00

offer price
c/kWh

offer price
c/kWh

offer price
c/kWh

offer price
c/kWh

DER Agent
Base
Excess
Price DERCapacity
c/kWh
(kW)

An outage occurred at time: 00:20. No bidding from user agents for hour 0:00
38.06
38.06
38.06
4.54
35.67
4.61
35.33
4.68
35.00
4.64
35.21
35.21
35.21
35.21
3.80
39.3
39.3
39.3
39.31
3.61
40.23
40.23
40.23
40.23
40.23
40.23
3.52
40.67
40.67
40.67
40.67
40.67
40.67
3.71
39.73
39.73
39.73
39.73
39.73
3.96
38.53
38.53
38.54
3.69
39.84
3.61
40.22
3.65
40.07
3.83
39.17
3.60
40.27
3.14
42.53
2.45
56.70
58.66
55.33
45.95
1.62
50.65
59.20
59.20
50.00
2.18
57.20
54.32
55.96
56.38
55.97
47.26
2.39
46.36
48.20
51.18
59.96
49.92
46.23
2.62
59.55
47.90
46.10
60.05
45.07
2.63
45.50
45.06
2.93
43.58
3.63
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Table – 8.4 shows the offers made by user agents. The base prices sent by the DER agent for
each bid are also shown. The table shows two separate sections of bidding, one that occurs
during the off-peak time (white back-ground) and the other one during on-peak time (gray
background). The hours between hour 13:00 and 23:00 are considered on-peak times, and
all the rest of the hours are considered off-peak. The off-peak/on-peak information is set
and sent by the DER agent.
Now we will see what these results mean, starting from hour 1. The results will be
explained with the help of the tables and high-level logs generated by DER agent and user
agents.
Time = 1:00AM – 2:00AM
Table – 8.3 shows that this hour had been selected by the homeowner 1 and homeowner 2
to use their non-critical loads. The DER agent sets this hour as an off-peak based on the
criteria described above and sends the base price to all of the user agents. Only user agent1
and user agent2 (managing loads at home#1 and home#2 respectively) participate in the
bid, and set their offer prices equal to the DER agent’s base price and required capacity
equal to the demand for non-critical loads for hour 01:00-02:00. The information regarding
the demand for non-critical loads is retrieved from historical data as mentioned earlier.
Table 8.5 - Comparison of bought Capacities (Offer price is between the DER base price and
the DER base price + 15 cents/kWh)

0:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00

User Agent1 User Agent2 User Agent3 User Agent4 User Agent5
DER Agent
Bought
Bought
Bought
Bought
Total
Bought
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity kW,
Excess
kW,
kW,
kW,
kW,
bought by
operational DERCapacity
operational operational operational operational
five
non-critical
(kW)
non-critical non-critical non-critical non-critical
houses
loads
loads
loads
loads
loads
(kW)
An outage occurred at time: 00:20. No bidding from user agents for hour 0:00
0.402, (4)
0.402, (4)
4.54
3.749
4.61
2.457
4.68
2.387
4.64
2.363
0.339, (4)
0.339, (4)
0.339, (4)
3.80
4.216
0.613, (4)
0.613, (4)
0.613, (4)
3.61
5.226
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7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00

0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.916, (4)

0, (0)
0, (0)
1.315, (4)
0, (0)
1.148, (4)

0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.916, (4)
1.002, (4)

0, (0)
0, (0)
0, (0)

0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)

1.421, (4)
0, (0)
0, (0)
1.156, (3)

0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.916, (4)

0.863, (2)
1.233, (4)
0, (0)

0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.916, (4)
1.002, (4)

0, (0)
1.394, (4)
0, (0)
0, (0)
1.148, (4)
1.027, (4)

3.52
3.71
3.96
3.69
3.61
3.65
3.83
3.60
3.14
2.45
1.62
2.18
2.39
2.62
2.63
2.93
3.63

6.997
6.997
6.95
5.312

6.804
6.777
7.000
7.000
6.671
5.4
4.069

Table – 8.5shows the capacities bought by each user agent as a result of the bidding. The
valuesin parentheses represent the number of non-critical loads that the user agent will be
able to turn-on after buying the extra capacity from the DER agent. Note that there are four
non-critical loads in each house, i.e. non-critical loads no 1-4,the non-critical load no 1
being the most important, and the non-critical load no 4 being the least important. For the
hour 1 (i.e. between 1:00AM and 2:00AM), both user agent 1 and user agent2 were able to
buy enough capacity, i.e. 0.402 kW, to run all four non-critical loads.
Time = 7:00AM – 8:00AM
The next interesting bidding to discuss is the one that occurs for hour 07:00 (time 7:00AM
to 8:00AM). It is interesting as it involves all five homes in the bidding process. The DER
agent sends out a bidding signal which is received by each user agent as shown below. This
message has been taken from the high level logs generated by each user agent. Complete
logs can be found in Appendix B.
DER agent’s Bidding signal at 07:00:
3.519 kW @ 40.23 c/kWh false
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The message is self-explanatory as it shows that the user agent received a proposal
(bidding signal) from the DER agent that it has 3.52 kW of excess capacity available, and
would like to sell the excess capacity at 40.23 c/kWh. The “false” in this message indicates
that the bidding is taking place during off-peak time. After receiving the proposal, all of the
user agent send out their bidding, which is seen by the DER agent as follows
User agents’ offer to buy signals at 07:00:
UserAgent1 offers 40.23 c/kWh

to buy 0.768 kW for one hour

UserAgent5 offers 40.23 c/kWh

to buy 0.768 kW for one hour

UserAgent2 offers 40.23 c/kWh

to buy 0.768 kW for one hour

UserAgent3 offers 40.23 c/kWh

to buy 0.768 kW for one hour

UserAgent4 offers 40.23 c/kWh

to buy 0.768 kW for one hour

The arrangement of user agents in the above log is according to the order in which the DER
agent receives offer to buy signals. These messages show that each user agent is offering a
price and wants to buy some capacity for the upcoming hour. The offer prices and required
capacities for all of the user agents are the same because the bidding is occurring during
the off-peak hour. As the offer price and required capacity by all of the user agents is the
same the DER agent checks if it can serve the demand by all of the user agents with the
available extra capacity. It is obvious that the sum of the demand is higher than the
available extra capacity. Thus, the DER agent divides the excess capacity among all five user
agents. At the end of the bidding time, the user agents generate following high-level logs
after receiving the acceptance message from the DER agent
DER agent’s acceptance signal at 07:00:
Offer accepted @ 40.23 c/kWh and bought 0.703 kW
A C : 0.703 - NC SS4: 0.768
A C : 0.703 - NC SS3: 0.596
A C : 0.703 - NC SS2: 0.445
A C : 0.703 - NC SS1: 0.225
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A C3 : 0.703 - NC SS3: 0.596
Now running only 3 non-critical loads instead of 4
The logs show the accepted capacity and the accepted price. It also shows a comparison
that is made by the user agents to evaluate how many non-critical loads can be run with the
accepted capacity. In the logs A C is the accepted capacity, NC SS4 is the peak capacity
requirement to run four non-critical loads during the next hour (7:00AM to 8:00AM), NC
SS3 to run three non-critical loads and so on. It can be seen the value of accepted capacity is
enough to run only three non-critical loads, and thus the user agent generates a log
statement indicating that it can only run three non-critical loads. Table – 8.5 also shows
that all of the user agents are able to operate only three non-critical loads in hour 07:00
with the bought capacity. Please note that the values in the tables have been rounded to
three decimal places for clarity purposes.
The rest of the results for the off-peak hour go along the same explanation, so we will skip
to the on-peak hours.
Time = 5:00PM to 6:00PM (outage hour 17:00)
This is the first on-peak hour that was selected by the homeowners to operate their noncritical loads. According to Tables 8.4, the DER agent sends out a bidding signal with the
base price of 45.95 c/kWh and available capacity of 1.61kW]. Only three user agents, user
agent1, user agent3 and user agent5 participate in this bid. Table – 8.5 shows the offer
prices sent by the user agents. It can be seen that the offer prices are always greater than
the base price. The user agent3 makes the highest bid and is ranked 1st in the result, user
agent1 second and user agent5 third.
Table – 8.5 shows that user agent3 is served with its required amount of capacity which is
1.421 kW, and the rest of the user agents are served with the remaining capacity. As a
result, user agent3 is able to run all four non-critical loads, but the remaining capacity is
not enough to run any of the non-critical loads at house#1 and house#3. (All high level logs
can be seen in Appendix B)
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The next hour of interest is hour 19:00 (7:00PM to 8:00PM), as during this hour all user
agents participate in the bidding process. The results show that user agent1 wins the bid
and takes away the required capacity to run all non-critical loads. The user agent4 comes
on the 2nd place but the accepted capacity for it is only enough to run two non-critical loads.
After serving the two top bidders, the remaining capacity at the DER agent is not enough to
serve any of the other participators. The user agent4 generates following high-level logs
during this bid.
DER agent’s Bidding signal at 19:00:
2.179 kW @ 47.26 c/kWh true
DER agent’s acceptance signal at 07:00:
Offer accepted @ 56.375 c/kWh and bought 0.863 kW
A C : 0.863 - NC SS4: 1.315
A C : 0.863 - NC SS3: 1.077
A C : 0.863 - NC SS2: 0.861
A C : 0.863 - NC SS1: 0.682
Now running only 2 non-critical loads instead of 4
The rest of the biddings take place along the same lines. Table – 8.6 shows the amount of
money spent by each user agent to buy capacity for non-critical loads through the bidding
process and the total amount spent during the outage. The amount spent on critical loads is
flat 35.00 c/kWh, which sums to $5.96 for the outage duration. MATLAB Simulink results
for this simulation can be found in Appendix A.
Table - 8.6 – Hourly Payments (Offer price is between the DER base price and the DER base
price + 15 cents/kWh)
User Agent1
0:00
1:00
2:00
3:00

User Agent2

User Agent3

User Agent4

User Agent5

An outage occurred at time: 00:20. No bidding from user agents for hour 0:00
15.30
15.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
84

4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00

0.00
11.94
24.09
28.31
28.62
36.39
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
75.22
0.00
68.37
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
28.31
28.62
36.39
38.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
11.94
24.09
28.31
28.62
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
83.35
0.00
0.00
59.17
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
28.31
28.62
36.39
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
48.65
73.93
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
11.94
24.09
28.31
28.62
36.39
38.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
82.53
0.00
0.00
68.93
46.72
0.00

Total (cents)
Critical loads
(cents)
Total payment
for outage
(cents)

288.24

147.24

235.49

215.91

366.15

596.90

596.90

596.90

596.90

596.90

885.14

744.14

832.39

812.81

963.05

Comparison between 15c, 20c and 25c scenarios:
The increase in upper thresholds for the offer price indicates that a higher upper threshold
may results in unrealistic ‘offer to buy’ prices from user agents. Comparing Table 8.4 and
8.10 shows this difference in offer price. Focusing on the hour 19:00, for the base price of
47.26 c/kWh, with threshold value of base price + 15 c/kWh the winner pays 57.20 c/kWh
while for the threshold value of base price + 25 c/kWh the winner pays 70.78 c/kWh.
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Additional Results
Table 8.7 – Comparison of offer Prices (Offer price is between the DER base price and the
DER base price + 20 cents/kWh)
User Agent1

User Agent3 User Agent4

User Agent5

Base
Extra
Price
Capacity
c/kWh
(kW)
An outage occurred at time: 00:20. No bidding from user agents for hour 0:00
38.06
38.06
38.06
4.54
35.67
4.61
35.33
4.68
35.00
4.64
35.21
35.21
35.21
35.21
3.80
39.3
39.3
39.3
39.31
3.61
40.23
40.23
40.23
40.23
40.23
40.23
3.52
40.67
40.67
40.67
40.67
40.67
40.67
3.71
39.73
39.73
39.73
39.73
39.73
3.96
38.53
38.53
38.54
3.69
39.84
3.61
40.22
3.65
40.07
3.83
39.17
3.60
40.27
3.14
42.53
2.45
64.54
47.87
48.33
45.95
1.62
53.73
55.92
57.35
50.00
2.18
62.30
54.32
57.34
64.61
56.42
47.26
2.39
51.84
48.20
57.92
60.95
63.61
46.23
2.62
48.35
47.90
61.87
56.78
45.07
2.63
58.85
45.06
2.93
43.58
3.63

offer price
c/kWh
0:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00

User Agent2
offer price
c/kWh

offer price
c/kWh

offer price
c/kWh
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offer price
c/kWh

Table 8.8 - Comparison of bought Capacities (Offer price is between the DER base price and
the DER base price + 20 cents/kWh)

0:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00

User Agent1 User Agent2 User Agent3 User Agent4
User Agent5
Bought
Bought
Bought
Bought
Bought
capacity
capacity kW, capacity kW, capacity kW, capacity kW,
Extra
kW,
operational
operational
operational
operational Capacity
operational
non-critical
non-critical
non-critical
non-critical
(kW)
non-critical
loads
loads
loads
loads
loads
An outage occurred at time: 00:20. No bidding from user agents for hour 0:00
0.402, (4)
0.402, (4)
4.54
4.61
4.68
4.64
0.339, (4)
0.339, (4)
0.339, (4)
3.80
0.613, (4)
0.613, (4)
0.613, (4)
3.61
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
3.52
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
3.71
0.916, (4)
0.916, (4)
0.916, (4)
0.916, (4)
3.96
1.002, (4)
1.002, (4)
3.69
3.61
3.65
3.83
3.60
3.14
2.45
1.421, (4)
0, (0)
0, (0)
0, (0)
1.62
0, (0)
0, (0)
0, (0)
1.394, (4)
2.18
0.863, (2)
0, (0)
0, (0)
1.315, (4)
0, (0)
2.39
0, (0)
0, (0)
0, (0)
1.156, (3)
1.233, (4)
2.62
0, (0)
0, (0)
0, (0)
1.148, (4)
1.148, (4)
2.63
1.027, (4)
2.93
3.63
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Total
capacity
bought by
five
houses
(kW)
3.749
2.457
2.387
2.363
4.216
5.226
6.997
6.997
6.95
5.312

6.804
6.777
7.000
7.000
6.671
5.4
4.069

Table - 8.9 – Hourly Payments (Offer price is between the DER base price and the DER base
price + 20 cents/kWh)
User Agent1
0:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00

Total (cents)
Critical loads
(cents)
Total payment
for outage
(cents)

User Agent2

User Agent3

User Agent4

User Agent5

An outage occurred at time: 00:20. No bidding from user agents for hour 0:00
15.30
15.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
11.94
0.00
11.94
0.00
11.94
24.09
0.00
24.09
0.00
24.09
28.31
28.31
28.31
28.31
28.31
28.62
28.62
28.62
28.62
28.62
36.39
36.39
0.00
36.39
36.39
0.00
38.61
0.00
0.00
38.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
91.71
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
79.94
53.83
0.00
0.00
84.97
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
70.52
78.42
0.00
0.00
0.00
71.02
65.19
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
60.44
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
290.20

147.24

92.96

319.84

451.96

596.90

596.90

596.90

596.90

596.90

887.10

744.14

689.86

916.74

1048.86
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Table 8.10 – Comparison of offer Prices (Offer price is between the DER base price and the
DER base price + 25 cents/kWh)
User Agent1

User Agent3 User Agent4 User Agent5

Base
Extra
Price
Capacity
c/kWh
(kW)
An outage occurred at time: 00:20. No bidding from user agents for hour 0:00
38.06
38.06
38.06
4.54
35.67
4.61
35.33
4.68
35.00
4.64
35.21
35.21
35.21
35.21
3.80
39.3
39.3
39.3
39.31
3.61
40.23
40.23
40.23
40.23
40.23
40.23
3.52
40.67
40.67
40.67
40.67
40.67
40.67
3.71
39.73
39.73
39.73
39.73
39.73
3.96
38.53
38.53
38.54
3.69
39.84
3.61
40.22
3.65
40.07
3.83
39.17
3.60
40.27
3.14
42.53
2.45
59.16
54.43
57.06
45.95
1.62
61.54
50.70
58.55
50.00
2.18
61.02
54.32
55.06
70.27
70.78
47.26
2.39
53.15
48.20
49.87
50.98
60.66
46.23
2.62
47.62
47.90
57.06
60.71
45.07
2.63
49.68
45.06
2.93
43.58
3.63

offer price
c/kWh
0:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00

User Agent2
offer price
c/kWh

offer price
c/kWh

offer price
c/kWh
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offer price
c/kWh

Table 8.11 - Comparison of bought Capacities (Offer price is between the DER base price
and the DER base price + 25 cents/kWh)

0:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00

User Agent1 User Agent2 User Agent3 User Agent4 User Agent5
Bought
Bought
Bought
Bought
Bought
Total
capacity kW, capacity kW, capacity kW, capacity kW, capacity kW,
Extra
capacity
(operational (operational (operational (operational (operational Capacity
bought by
non-critical
non-critical
non-critical
non-critical
non-critical
(kW)
five houses
loads)
loads)
loads)
loads)
loads)
(kW)
An outage occurred at time: 00:20. No bidding from user agents for hour 0:00
0.402, (4)
0.402, (4)
4.54
3.749
4.61
2.457
4.68
2.387
4.64
2.363
0.339, (4)
0.339, (4)
0.339, (4)
3.80
4.216
0.613, (4)
0.613, (4)
0.613, (4)
3.61
5.226
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
3.52
6.997
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
0.7038, (3)
3.71
6.997
0.916, (4)
0.916, (4)
0.916, (4)
0.916, (4)
3.96
6.95
1.002, (4)
1.002, (4)
3.69
5.312
3.61
3.65
3.83
3.60
3.14
2.45
1.421, (4)
0, (0)
0, (0)
0, (0)
1.62
6.804
1.394, (4)
0, (0)
0, (0)
0, (0)
2.18
6.777
0, (0)
0, (0)
0, (0)
0.863, (2)
1.315, (4)
2.39
7.000
1.156, (3)
0, (0)
0, (0)
0, (0)
1.233 ,(4)
2.62
7.000
0, (0)
0, (0)
0, (0)
1.148, (4)
1.148, (4)
2.63
6.671
1.027, (4)
2.93
5.4
3.63
4.069
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Table - 8.12 – Hourly Payments (Offer price is between the DER base price and the DER
base price + 25 cents/kWh)
User Agent1

0:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00

User Agent2

User Agent3

User Agent4

User Agent5

An outage occurred at time: 00:20. No bidding from user agents for hour 0:00
15.30
15.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
11.94
0.00
11.94
0.00
11.94
24.09
0.00
24.09
0.00
24.09
28.31
28.31
28.31
28.31
28.31
28.62
28.62
28.62
28.62
28.62
36.39
36.39
0.00
36.39
36.39
0.00
38.61
0.00
0.00
38.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
84.07
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
85.79
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
60.71
93.07
61.49
0.00
0.00
0.00
74.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
65.50
69.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
51.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Total (cents)

376.01

147.24

92.96

219.54

456.56

Critical loads
(cents)

596.90

596.90

596.90

596.90

596.90

Total payment
for outage
(cents)

972.91

744.14

689.86

816.44

1053.46
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work
9.1 Conclusions and Contribution
A multi-agent system has been developed for an IDAPS microgrid following standard
development techniques and agent communication protocols. Functionalities of isolating
microgrid and securing critical loads have been incorporated into the system. The system
also implements an algorithm for supporting non-critical loads using the limited excess
capacity from a DER under outage conditions. The system was simulated using a microgrid
simulation in MATLAB Simulink.
Details about the designing and developing a multi-agent system using Zeus agent building
toolkit were described, including implementation of external programming. The multiagent system development process using Zeus agent building toolkit requires:
specification, application analysis, application design, and application realization. These
steps generate agents’ codes capable of reacting to external changes in their environment.
Four agents, namely a control agent, a user agent, a DER agent and a database agent, were
specified to achieve the tasks within an IDAPS microgrid. The agents were then connected
to the microgrid simulation in the Matlab/Simulink environment using external
programming. The connection was established using TCP/IP connectivity. Details
regarding requirements system specific TCP/IP connectivity implementation were
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discussed. Finally the system was tested to illustrate the proposed agents’ ability to island
the microgrid once an upstream outage is detected, to secure the critical loads during
emergencies, and to share the limited DER capacity among non-critical loads after
supplying the community’s critical loads.
It is expected that the proposed multi-agent system will be useful for many researchers in
academia and industry to understand the design, development and practical
implementation of an agent-based technology in a microgrid environment. Furthermore,
the work also contributes to the new design schemes to increase multi-agent system’s
intelligence in the context of microgrids. In particular, these include control algorithms for
managing energy demand from various users, and securing critical loads while supporting
non-critical loads using remaining capacity.

9.2 Future Work
Additional DER units and Batteries could be incorporated into the system for better energy
management. Especially during the times when the demand is low the available energy
could be stored for later use. Incorporating more DERs would then also require inclusion of
new DER units’ prices and using DERs according to the DER owner’s choice. This would
require further work on assigning new responsibilities for a DER agent.
On the user agent’s side, new equations can be developed to generate offer prices that
reflect user’s desire for using non-critical loads during outages in more influential manner.
Below are some suggestions for the parameters, which can be incorporated in the
calculation method:

•

Base price

•

Limitation amount

•

Time of the day

•

Level of need (High or low) to use the non-critical loads entered by the user

•

Duration of outage (if known)
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Also, certain criteria can be added that establish the authenticity of the energy seller (DER
owner). The competition among energy sellers would occur when inter-IDAPS
communication system is established.
In addition, for a microgrid with large number of houses (e.g. 1000+), graph theory can be
incorporated to manage inter-IDAPS communication and energy sharing among DERs and
loads belonging to disparate communities.
A complete envisioned IDAPS incorporating both intra and inter-IDAPS communication
could be implemented in a hardware-based system that would further establish the
proposed multi-agent system’s capabilities and performance.
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Appendix A
MATLAB Simulation Results (Offer price threshold = baseprice + 15
c/kWh)
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Figure A.1 – Loads Operation – Matlab Results (House#1, House#2 - Case Study 1)
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Figure A.2 – Loads Operation – Matlab Results (House#3, House#4 - Case Study 1)
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Figure A.3 – Loads Operation – Matlab Results (House#5 - Case Study 1)

DER UNIT POWER GENERATION (MAX: 7.0KW)

Figure A.4 – DER unit power generation – Matlab Results (Case Study 1)
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MATLAB Simulation Results (Offer price threshold = baseprice + 20
c/kWh)
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Figure A.5 – Loads Operation – Matlab Results (House#1, House#2 - Case Study 2)
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Figure A.6 – Loads Operation – Matlab Results (House#3, House#4 - Case Study 2)
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Figure A.7 – Loads Operation – Matlab Results (House#5- Case Study 2)

Figure A.8 – DER unit power generation – Matlab Results (Case Study 2)
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MATLAB Simulation Results (Offer price threshold = baseprice + 25
cents)
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Figure A.9 – Loads Operation – Matlab Results (House#1, House#2 - Case Study 3)
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Figure A.10 – Loads Operation – Matlab Results (House#3, House#4 - Case Study 3)
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Figure A.11 – Loads Operation – Matlab Results (House#5 - Case Study 3)

Figure A.12 – DER unit power generation – Matlab Results (Case Study 3)
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Appendix B
High-level logs generated by user agents
Logs for: Offer price threshold = baseprice + 15 cents
User Agent1:
Proposal received: 4.05 kW @ 38.06 c/kWh false \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 2
Offer accepted @ 38.06 c/kWh and bought 0.402 kW \\UA received DER acceptance signal
A C : 0.402 - NC SS4: 0.402 \\UA dispatched the loads accordingly
A C : 0.402 - NC SS3: 0.329
A C : 0.402 - NC SS2: 0.271
A C : 0.402 - NC SS1: 0.213
Proposal received: 4.54 kW @ 35.67 c/kWh false \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 3
Proposal received: 4.615 kW @ 35.32 c/kWh false \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 4
Proposal received: 4.635 kW @ 35.0 c/kWh false \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 5
Proposal received: 3.8 kW @ 35.21 c/kWh false \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 6
Offer accepted @ 35.21 c/kWh and bought 0.339 kW
A C : 0.339 - NC SS4: 0.339
A C : 0.339 - NC SS3: 0.247
A C : 0.339 - NC SS2: 0.189
A C : 0.339 - NC SS1: 0.111
Proposal received: 3.61 kW @ 39.3 c/kWh false \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 7
Offer accepted @ 39.3 c/kWh and bought 0.613 kW
A C : 0.613 - NC SS4: 0.613
A C : 0.613 - NC SS3: 0.466
A C : 0.613 - NC SS2: 0.352
A C : 0.613 - NC SS1: 0.155
Proposal received: 3.519 kW @ 40.23 c/kWh false \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 8
Offer accepted @ 40.23 c/kWh and bought 0.703 kW
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS4: 0.768
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.596
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS2: 0.445
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS1: 0.225
A C3 : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.596
Now running only 3 noncriticals instead of 4
Proposal received: 3.519 kW @ 40.67 c/kWh false \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 9
Offer accepted @ 40.67 c/kWh and bought 0.703 kW
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS4: 0.847
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.661
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS2: 0.474
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS1: 0.295
A C3 : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.661
Now running only 3 noncriticals instead of 4
Proposal received: 3.715 kW @ 39.73 c/kWh false \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 10
Offer accepted @ 39.73 c/kWh and bought 0.916 kW
A C : 0.916 - NC SS4: 0.916
A C : 0.916 - NC SS3: 0.75
A C : 0.916 - NC SS2: 0.526
A C : 0.916 - NC SS1: 0.364
Proposal received: 3.69 kW @ 38.53 c/kWh false \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 11
Proposal received: 3.614 kW @ 39.84 c/kWh false \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 12
Proposal received: 3.614 kW @ 40.22 c/kWh false \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 13
Proposal received: 3.644 kW @ 40.07 c/kWh true \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 14
Proposal received: 3.6 kW @ 39.16 c/kWh true \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 15
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Proposal received: 3.139 kW @ 40.27 c/kWh true \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 16
Proposal received: 2.445 kW @ 42.53 c/kWh true \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 17
Proposal received: 1.61 kW @ 45.95 c/kWh true \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 18
Offer accepted @ 56.698 c/kWh and bought 0.18900000000000072 kW
A C : 0.18900000000000072 - NC SS4: 1.421
A C : 0.18900000000000072 - NC SS3: 1.208
A C : 0.18900000000000072 - NC SS2: 0.992
A C : 0.18900000000000072 - NC SS1: 0.853
A C3 : 0.18900000000000072 - NC SS0: 0.853
Now running only 0 noncriticals instead of 4
Not Charged for previous bid!
Proposal received: 1.61 kW @ 50.0 c/kWh true \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 19
A C : 0.0 - NC SS4: 1.394
A C : 0.0 - NC SS3: 1.168
A C : 0.0 - NC SS2: 0.93
A C : 0.0 - NC SS1: 0.768
A C3 : 0.0 - NC SS0: 0.768
Now running only 0 noncriticals instead of 4
Not Charged for previous bid!
Proposal received: 2.179 kW @ 47.26 c/kWh true \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 20
Offer accepted @ 57.2 c/kWh and bought 1.315 kW
A C : 1.315 - NC SS4: 1.315
A C : 1.315 - NC SS3: 1.077
A C : 1.315 - NC SS2: 0.861
A C : 1.315 - NC SS1: 0.682
Proposal received: 2.39 kW @ 46.23 c/kWh true \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 21
A C : 0.0 - NC SS4: 1.233
A C : 0.0 - NC SS3: 1.0
A C : 0.0 - NC SS2: 0.776
A C : 0.0 - NC SS1: 0.597
A C3 : 0.0 - NC SS0: 0.597
Now running only 0 noncriticals instead of 4
Not Charged for previous bid!
Proposal received: 2.625 kW @ 45.08 c/kWh true \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 22
Offer accepted @ 59.554 c/kWh and bought 1.148 kW
A C : 1.148 - NC SS4: 1.148
A C : 1.148 - NC SS3: 0.942
A C : 1.148 - NC SS2: 0.697
A C : 1.148 - NC SS1: 0.512
Proposal received: 2.625 kW @ 45.06 c/kWh true \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 23
Proposal received: 2.929 kW @ 43.57 c/kWh false \\UA received DER bidding signal in hour 24
User Agent2:
Proposal received: 4.05 kW @ 38.06 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 38.06 c/kWh and bought 0.402 kW
A C : 0.402 - NC SS4: 0.402
A C : 0.402 - NC SS3: 0.329
A C : 0.402 - NC SS2: 0.271
A C : 0.402 - NC SS1: 0.213
Proposal received: 4.54 kW @ 35.67 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 4.615 kW @ 35.32 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 4.635 kW @ 35.0 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.8 kW @ 35.21 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.61 kW @ 39.3 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.519 kW @ 40.23 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 40.23 c/kWh and bought 0.703 kW
A C : 0.703 - NC SS4: 0.768
A C : 0.703 - NC SS3: 0.596
A C : 0.703 - NC SS2: 0.445
A C : 0.703 - NC SS1: 0.225
A C3 : 0.703 - NC SS3: 0.596
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Now running only 3 noncriticals instead of 4
Proposal received: 3.519 kW @ 40.67 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 40.67 c/kWh and bought 0.703 kW
A C : 0.703 - NC SS4: 0.847
A C : 0.703 - NC SS3: 0.661
A C : 0.703 - NC SS2: 0.474
A C : 0.703 - NC SS1: 0.295
A C3 : 0.703 - NC SS3: 0.661
Now running only 3 noncriticals instead of 4
Proposal received: 3.715 kW @ 39.73 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 39.73 c/kWh and bought 0.916 kW
A C : 0.916 - NC SS4: 0.916
A C : 0.916 - NC SS3: 0.75
A C : 0.916 - NC SS2: 0.526
A C : 0.916 - NC SS1: 0.364
Proposal received: 3.69 kW @ 38.53 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 38.53 c/kWh and bought 1.002 kW
A C : 1.002 - NC SS4: 1.002
A C : 1.002 - NC SS3: 0.844
A C : 1.002 - NC SS2: 0.584
A C : 1.002 - NC SS1: 0.434
Proposal received: 3.614 kW @ 39.84 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.614 kW @ 40.22 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.644 kW @ 40.07 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 3.6 kW @ 39.16 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 3.139 kW @ 40.27 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 2.445 kW @ 42.53 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 1.61 kW @ 45.95 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 1.61 kW @ 50.0 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 2.179 kW @ 47.26 c/kWh true
A C : 0.0 - NC SS4: 1.315
A C : 0.0 - NC SS3: 1.077
A C : 0.0 - NC SS2: 0.861
A C : 0.0 - NC SS1: 0.682
Now running only 0 noncriticals instead of 4
Not Charged for previous bid!
Proposal received: 2.39 kW @ 46.23 c/kWh true
A C : 0.0 - NC SS4: 1.233
A C : 0.0 - NC SS3: 1.0
A C : 0.0 - NC SS2: 0.776
A C : 0.0 - NC SS1: 0.597
Now running only 0 noncriticals instead of 4
Not Charged for previous bid!
Proposal received: 2.625 kW @ 45.08 c/kWh true
A C : 0.0 - NC SS4: 1.148
A C : 0.0 - NC SS3: 0.942
A C : 0.0 - NC SS2: 0.697
A C : 0.0 - NC SS1: 0.512
Now running only 0 noncriticals instead of 4
Not Charged for previous bid!
Proposal received: 2.625 kW @ 45.06 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 2.929 kW @ 43.57 c/kWh false
User Agent3:
Proposal received: 4.05 kW @ 38.06 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 4.54 kW @ 35.67 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 4.615 kW @ 35.32 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 4.635 kW @ 35.0 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.8 kW @ 35.21 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 35.21 c/kWh and bought 0.339 kW
A C : 0.339 - NC SS4: 0.339
A C : 0.339 - NC SS3: 0.247
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A C : 0.339 - NC SS2: 0.189
A C : 0.339 - NC SS1: 0.111
Proposal received: 3.61 kW @ 39.3 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 39.3 c/kWh and bought 0.613 kW
A C : 0.613 - NC SS4: 0.613
A C : 0.613 - NC SS3: 0.466
A C : 0.613 - NC SS2: 0.352
A C : 0.613 - NC SS1: 0.155
Proposal received: 3.519 kW @ 40.23 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 40.23 c/kWh and bought 0.7038 kW
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS4: 0.768
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.596
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS2: 0.445
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS1: 0.225
A C3 : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.596
Now running only 3 noncriticals instead of 4
Proposal received: 3.519 kW @ 40.67 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 40.67 c/kWh and bought 0.7038 kW
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS4: 0.847
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.661
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS2: 0.474
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS1: 0.295
A C3 : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.661
Now running only 3 noncriticals instead of 4
Proposal received: 3.715 kW @ 39.73 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.69 kW @ 38.53 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.614 kW @ 39.84 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.614 kW @ 40.22 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.644 kW @ 40.07 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 3.6 kW @ 39.16 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 3.139 kW @ 40.27 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 2.445 kW @ 42.53 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 1.61 kW @ 45.95 c/kWh true
Offer accepted @ 58.659 c/kWh and bought 1.421 kW
A C : 1.421 - NC SS4: 1.421
A C : 1.421 - NC SS3: 1.208
A C : 1.421 - NC SS2: 0.992
A C : 1.421 - NC SS1: 0.853
Proposal received: 1.61 kW @ 50.0 c/kWh true
Offer accepted @ 59.2 c/kWh and bought 0.21600000000000086 kW
A C : 0.21600000000000086 - NC SS4: 1.394
A C : 0.21600000000000086 - NC SS3: 1.168
A C : 0.21600000000000086 - NC SS2: 0.93
A C : 0.21600000000000086 - NC SS1: 0.768
A C3 : 0.21600000000000086 - NC SS0: 0.768
Now running only 0 noncriticals instead of 4
Not Charged for previous bid!
Proposal received: 2.179 kW @ 47.26 c/kWh true
A C : 0.0 - NC SS4: 1.315
A C : 0.0 - NC SS3: 1.077
A C : 0.0 - NC SS2: 0.861
A C : 0.0 - NC SS1: 0.682
A C3 : 0.0 - NC SS0: 0.682
Now running only 0 noncriticals instead of 4
Not Charged for previous bid!
Proposal received: 2.39 kW @ 46.23 c/kWh true
Offer accepted @ 51.183 c/kWh and bought 1.156 kW
A C : 1.156 - NC SS4: 1.233
A C : 1.156 - NC SS3: 1.0
A C : 1.156 - NC SS2: 0.776
A C : 1.156 - NC SS1: 0.597
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A C3 : 1.156 - NC SS3: 1.0
Now running only 3 noncriticals instead of 4
Proposal received: 2.625 kW @ 45.08 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 2.625 kW @ 45.06 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 2.929 kW @ 43.57 c/kWh false
User Agent4:
Proposal received: 4.05 kW @ 38.06 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 4.54 kW @ 35.67 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 4.615 kW @ 35.32 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 4.635 kW @ 35.0 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.8 kW @ 35.21 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.61 kW @ 39.3 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.519 kW @ 40.23 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 40.23 c/kWh and bought 0.7038 kW
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS4: 0.768
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.596
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS2: 0.445
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS1: 0.225
A C3 : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.596
Now running only 3 noncriticals instead of 4
Proposal received: 3.519 kW @ 40.67 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 40.67 c/kWh and bought 0.7038 kW
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS4: 0.847
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.661
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS2: 0.474
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS1: 0.295
A C3 : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.661
Now running only 3 noncriticals instead of 4
Proposal received: 3.715 kW @ 39.73 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 39.73 c/kWh and bought 0.916 kW
A C : 0.916 - NC SS4: 0.916
A C : 0.916 - NC SS3: 0.75
A C : 0.916 - NC SS2: 0.526
A C : 0.916 - NC SS1: 0.364
Proposal received: 3.69 kW @ 38.53 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.614 kW @ 39.84 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.614 kW @ 40.22 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.644 kW @ 40.07 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 3.6 kW @ 39.16 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 3.139 kW @ 40.27 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 2.445 kW @ 42.53 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 1.61 kW @ 45.95 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 1.61 kW @ 50.0 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 2.179 kW @ 47.26 c/kWh true
Offer accepted @ 56.375 c/kWh and bought 0.863 kW
A C : 0.863 - NC SS4: 1.315
A C : 0.863 - NC SS3: 1.077
A C : 0.863 - NC SS2: 0.861
A C : 0.863 - NC SS1: 0.682
Now running only 2 noncriticals instead of 4
Proposal received: 2.39 kW @ 46.23 c/kWh true
Offer accepted @ 59.962 c/kWh and bought 1.233 kW
A C : 1.233 - NC SS4: 1.233
A C : 1.233 - NC SS3: 1.0
A C : 1.233 - NC SS2: 0.776
A C : 1.233 - NC SS1: 0.597
Proposal received: 2.625 kW @ 45.08 c/kWh true
Offer accepted @ 46.1 c/kWh and bought 0.32900000000000085 kW
A C : 0.32900000000000085 - NC SS4: 1.148
A C : 0.32900000000000085 - NC SS3: 0.942
A C : 0.32900000000000085 - NC SS2: 0.697
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A C : 0.32900000000000085 - NC SS1: 0.512
A C3 : 0.32900000000000085 - NC SS0: 0.512
Now running only 0 noncriticals instead of 4
Not Charged for previous bid!
Proposal received: 2.625 kW @ 45.06 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 2.929 kW @ 43.57 c/kWh false
User Agent5:
Proposal received: 4.05 kW @ 38.06 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 4.54 kW @ 35.67 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 4.615 kW @ 35.32 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 4.635 kW @ 35.0 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.8 kW @ 35.21 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 35.21 c/kWh and bought 0.339 kW
A C : 0.339 - NC SS4: 0.339
A C : 0.339 - NC SS3: 0.247
A C : 0.339 - NC SS2: 0.189
A C : 0.339 - NC SS1: 0.111
Proposal received: 3.61 kW @ 39.3 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 39.3 c/kWh and bought 0.613 kW
A C : 0.613 - NC SS4: 0.613
A C : 0.613 - NC SS3: 0.466
A C : 0.613 - NC SS2: 0.352
A C : 0.613 - NC SS1: 0.155
Proposal received: 3.519 kW @ 40.23 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 40.23 c/kWh and bought 0.7038 kW
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS4: 0.768
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.596
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS2: 0.445
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS1: 0.225
A C3 : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.596
Now running only 3 noncriticals instead of 4
Proposal received: 3.519 kW @ 40.67 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 40.67 c/kWh and bought 0.7038 kW
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS4: 0.847
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.661
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS2: 0.474
A C : 0.7038 - NC SS1: 0.295
A C3 : 0.7038 - NC SS3: 0.661
Now running only 3 noncriticals instead of 4
Proposal received: 3.715 kW @ 39.73 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 39.73 c/kWh and bought 0.916 kW
A C : 0.916 - NC SS4: 0.916
A C : 0.916 - NC SS3: 0.75
A C : 0.916 - NC SS2: 0.526
A C : 0.916 - NC SS1: 0.364
Proposal received: 3.69 kW @ 38.53 c/kWh false
Offer accepted @ 38.53 c/kWh and bought 1.002 kW
A C : 1.002 - NC SS4: 1.002
A C : 1.002 - NC SS3: 0.844
A C : 1.002 - NC SS2: 0.584
A C : 1.002 - NC SS1: 0.434
Proposal received: 3.614 kW @ 39.84 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.614 kW @ 40.22 c/kWh false
Proposal received: 3.644 kW @ 40.07 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 3.6 kW @ 39.16 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 3.139 kW @ 40.27 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 2.445 kW @ 42.53 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 1.61 kW @ 45.95 c/kWh true
Proposal received: 1.61 kW @ 50.0 c/kWh true
Offer accepted @ 59.203 c/kWh and bought 1.394 kW
A C : 1.394 - NC SS4: 1.394
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A C : 1.394 - NC SS3: 1.168
A C : 1.394 - NC SS2: 0.93
A C : 1.394 - NC SS1: 0.768
Proposal received: 2.179 kW @ 47.26 c/kWh true
A C : 0.0 - NC SS4: 1.315
A C : 0.0 - NC SS3: 1.077
A C : 0.0 - NC SS2: 0.861
A C : 0.0 - NC SS1: 0.682
A C3 : 0.0 - NC SS0: 0.682
Now running only 0 noncriticals instead of 4
Not Charged for previous bid!
Proposal received: 2.39 kW @ 46.23 c/kWh true
A C : 0.0 - NC SS4: 1.233
A C : 0.0 - NC SS3: 1.0
A C : 0.0 - NC SS2: 0.776
A C : 0.0 - NC SS1: 0.597
A C3 : 0.0 - NC SS0: 0.597
Now running only 0 noncriticals instead of 4
Not Charged for previous bid!
Proposal received: 2.625 kW @ 45.08 c/kWh true
Offer accepted @ 60.045 c/kWh and bought 1.148 kW
A C : 1.148 - NC SS4: 1.148
A C : 1.148 - NC SS3: 0.942
A C : 1.148 - NC SS2: 0.697
A C : 1.148 - NC SS1: 0.512
Proposal received: 2.625 kW @ 45.06 c/kWh true
Offer accepted @ 45.496 c/kWh and bought 1.027 kW
A C : 1.027 - NC SS4: 1.027
A C : 1.027 - NC SS3: 0.854
A C : 1.027 - NC SS2: 0.594
A C : 1.027 - NC SS1: 0.426
Proposal received: 2.929 kW @ 43.57 c/kWh false
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Appendix C
Application Realization
C.1 Ontology Creation
An Ontology Editor Tool is used in this step. Facts, attributes and default values mentioned
in section 5.3.3.2 are used to create ontology for the multi-agent system. More information
about this Tool and information regarding how to create the ontology can be found in
Section 2 of the Realization Guide, [20].
C.2 Agent Creation
In this stage several steps are involved that are repeated for each agent. For further
information see Section 3 of the Realization Guide, [20]. It includes agent definition process
and defining agents’ tasks or rulebase.
C.3 Utility Agent Configuration
Utility Agents are default agents generated by ZEUS. Some modifications need to be made
while generating these agents for the application. To generate Utility agents, click on
Generate Agent code button from the Project Options panel on ZEUS’ main application
window. Once on the Code Generator panel, click the Utility Agents tab at its bottom.
Modify the panel as shown in the figure below.
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Figure C.1 – Zeus Utility Agent configuration
C.4 Task Agent Configuration
The Task Agent configuration is done by clicking on the Task Agents tab on Code Generator
panel. It also includes generation of code for Tasks ascribed to each agent. The panels then
looks like Figures C.2 (i) and C.2 (ii).

(i)
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(ii)

Figure C.2 – Zeus Task Agents configuration

C.5 Agent Code Generation and Implementation
Target directory and operating system on which to run agents are selected on the
Generation Plan tab of the Code Generator panel. Generator button is then pressed to
generate code for the designed agents. The codes generated by Zeus toolkit are
UserAgent1.java for user agent1, UserAgent2.java for user agent2, UserAgent3.java for user
agent3,

UserAgent4.java

for

user

agent4,

UserAgent5.java

for

user

agent5,

ControlAgent.java for control agent and DERAgent.java for DER agent.
C.6 Implementing the External GUIs
User’s interaction with agents requires implementation of external GUIs. Java codes have
been written for each agent. In this case, there are 5 user agents, 1 DER agent and 1 control
agent. Therefore, there are seven java files:
isisland.java associated with UserAgent1.java
isisland1.java associated with UserAgent2.java
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isisland2.java associated with UserAgent3.java
isisland3.java associated with UserAgent4.java
isisland4.java associated with UserAgent5.java
controlAgentUI.java associated with ControlAgent.java
dgAgentUI.java associated with DERAgent.java
The multi-agent system implementation is incomplete without external programming as
this is what connects multi-agent system to the external environment. The incorporation of
new algorithms to increase multi-agent system’s intelligence is also only possible in the
external code. In this section some important part of code are briefly discussed. Each part
has been separated according to the functions that it performs.
Connecting external code to Zeus’ generated code
The code generated by Zeus only performs reactionary actions. That is, the generated
code is unable to perceive the environment unless it has been connected to an external
code that interprets the external environment for it. This requires importing Zeus
packages and initializing the agent using “AgentContext” class. Table C.1 shows how this
has been done for the user agent1.
Table C.1 – Connecting external code to Zeus generated code – External Programming
=========================================================================================
isisland.java
=========================================================================================
//Import Zeus packages
importzeus.util.*;
importzeus.concepts.*;
importzeus.concepts.fn.*;
importzeus.agents.*;
importzeus.actors.*;
importzeus.actors.event.*;
importzeus.gui.*;
importzeus.gui.fields.*;
importzeus.generator.util.*;
//Initializing user agent1
AgentContext agent = null;
//Add user agent1 into Zeus data base
public void exec(AgentContext context)
{
this.agent = context;
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ZeusAgentzAgent = (ZeusAgent) agent.Agent();
zAgent.addFactMonitor(this,1);
ResourceDbresdb = this.agent.ResourceDb();
}

Whenever an event occurs, the Facts defined in the ontology need to be updated. This
requires implementing ZeusExternal and FactMonitor remote interfaces. In order to
monitor events, following four functions are defined by Zeus toolkit and must be
declared as shown here:
public void factModifiedEvent(FactEventfe) {;}
public void factAccessedEvent(FactEventfe) {;}
public void factDeletedEvent (FactEventfe) {;}
public void factAddedEvent (FactEventfe) {;}

In case of any event, a fact is modified, accessed, deleted or added into the ontology. This
modification, access, deletion or addition calls upon these functions respectively, and
required actions are performed inside these functions. For instance, a fact is added by
user agent1 into the data base and accessed by DER agent as shown below in Table C.2.
Table C.2 – Fact addition – External Programming
====================================================================================
isisland.java
====================================================================================
/*
The offerBid function. Offer’s bid on behalf of user agent1 after receiving a Bidding
Signal from DER agent
*/
public void offerBid ()
{
try{
//Calling upon ontology
OntologyDbont = agent.OntologyDb();
String bidPrice = bidPriceTextField.getText();
String reqCapacity = reqNCkWtextField.getText();
//Calling Fact “UAofferBid” from the ontology
Fact fact = ont.getFact(Fact.FACT,"UAofferBid");
//Setting values of current fact’s attributes
fact.setValue("bidPrice", bidPrice);
fact.setValue("reqCapacity", reqCapacity);
fact.setValue("offer_maker", "UserAgent1");
fact.setValue("send_offer","true");
//ADDING the values into the ontology data to be accessible by other agents
ResourceDbResDb = agent.ResourceDb();
ResDb.add(fact);
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}catch (Exception e ) {e.printStackTrace();}
}
====================================================================================
dgAgentUI.java
====================================================================================
//Detecting Fact addition by usingfactAddedEvent
publicvoid factAddedEvent (FactEventfe)
{
//Checks which fact is being added and makes it current fact.
Fact currentFact = fe.getFact();
//Checks the type of fact and makes it fact type
String factType = currentFact.getType();
//Checks if current fact’s type is UAofferBid. If so, then performs actions below
if (factType.equals("UAofferBid"))
{
//Takes values that had been set by user agent1 and stores them into local variables
offerReceived = currentFact.getValue("bidPrice");
offererUserAgent = currentFact.getValue("offer_maker");
reqOfferCapacity = currentFact.getValue("reqCapacity");
Double bidOfferPrice = Double.valueOf(offerReceived);
Double reqOfferCap = Double.valueOf(reqOfferCapacity);
reqOfferCap = Math.floor(reqOfferCap * 1000.0) / 1000.0;
//makes sure that the number of bidders does not exceed the maximum value
if(bidOfferPrice>=
Double.valueOf(bidPriceTextField.getText())
&&offerer<=
biddersList.length)
{
//Stores bidder’s name, offer price and required capacity in the DER agent’s data base
biddersList[offerer] = offererUserAgent;
bidProposal[offerer] = bidOfferPrice;
bidReqCapacity[offerer] = reqOfferCap;
offerer = offerer+1;
}
}
}

1. Remote Connection function
This function connects agents to the middle server. Every agent contains this function.
It starts when “Connect” button is pressed on an agent’s UI and begins a new Thread.
Messages from the microgrid simulation are received on uniquely defined channels for
each agent. It is very important to specify the correct channels inside this function so
that each agent only receives the correct messages. The messages received are then
processed to be understood by the agents. Table C.3 below gives an example to give a
glimpse of this function for the user agent1.
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Table C.3 – Remote connection function – External Programming
======================================================================================
isisland.java
======================================================================================
classDataReader extends Thread
….
//Begins the remote connection thread
public void run() {
….
while (keepRunning) {
….
//Sends messages to the microgrid TCP server
pw.println(server_msg);
//Receives stream of messages from the microgrid
br.read(chars);
sb = String.valueOf(chars);
//Identifying correct channels for user agent1
index[0] = sb.indexOf("ch2=");
index[1] = sb.indexOf("ch3=");
index[2] = sb.indexOf("ch4=");
index[3] = sb.indexOf("ch5=");
index[4] = sb.indexOf("ch6=");
index[5] = sb.indexOf("ch7=");
index[6] = sb.indexOf("ch8=");
index[7] = sb.indexOf("ch9=");
index[8] = sb.indexOf("ch10=");
index[9] = sb.indexOf("ch47=");
index[10] = sb.indexOf("ch48=");
index[11] = sb.indexOf("ch49=");
…
//Processing the data received from microgrid into agent’s language
sb2 = sb.substring(index[0],index[1]);
sb2 = sb2.replace("ch2=","");
sb2 = sb2.substring(0,8);
sb3 = sb.substring(index[1],index[2]);
sb3 = sb3.replace("ch3=","");
sb3 = sb3.substring(0,8);
sb4 = sb.substring(index[2],index[3]);
sb4 = sb4.replace("ch4=","");
sb4 = sb4.substring(0,8);
sb5 = sb.substring(index[3],index[4]);
sb5 = sb5.replace("ch5=","");
sb5 = sb5.substring(0,8);
sb6 = sb.substring(index[4],index[5]);
sb6 = sb6.replace("ch6=","");
sb6 = sb6.substring(0,8);
sb7 = sb.substring(index[5],index[6]);
sb7 = sb7.replace("ch7=","");
sb7 = sb7.substring(0,8);
sb8 = sb.substring(index[6],index[7]);
sb8 = sb8.replace("ch8=","");
sb8 = sb8.substring(0,8);
sb9 = sb.substring(index[7],index[8]);
sb9 = sb9.replace("ch9=","");
sb9 = sb9.substring(0,8);
sb10 = sb.substring(index[9],index[10]);
sb10 = sb10.replace("ch47=","");
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sb10
sb11
sb11
sb11

=
=
=
=

sb10.substring(0,8);
sb.substring(index[10],index[11]);
sb11.replace("ch48=","");
sb11.substring(0,8);

…

The messages from the agents must also be sent onto correct channels so that they can be
correctly interpreted by the TCP server inthe microgrid simulation environment. The
channels at which the user agent1 sends messages are: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 47. A correct
format must also be followed to send these messages otherwise the TCP server rejects
them. Following format must be followed to send the messages:
“ch#=”+value of the message +”\n”
Example:
server_msg = "ch2="+1+"\n"+"ch3="+0+"\n";

Table C.4 shows the values on which messages are sent and received by each agent.
Table C.4 – Receiving and Sending TCP Channels for each agent – External Programming
Control Agent
controlAgentUI.java
Receive Channels
1, 47
Send Channels
1
DER Agent
derAgentUI.java
Receive Channels
11, 12, 13, 21, 46, 47
Send Channels
13
User Agent1
isisland.java
Receive Channels
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 47
Send Channels
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
User Agent2
isisland1.java
Receive Channels
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 47
Send channels
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
User Agent3
isisland2.java
Receive Channels
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22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
Send Channels
24, 25, 26, 27, 28,
User Agent4
isisland3.java
Receive Channels
30, 31, 32, 33, 34,
Send Channels
32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
User Agent5
isisland4.java
Receive Channels
39, 40, 41, 42, 43,
Send Channels
40, 41, 42, 43, 44,

27, 28, 29, 47
29, 30, 31

35, 36, 37, 47
37, 38, 39

44, 45, 46, 47
45, 46, 47

3. Data retrieval from spread sheet function:
This study has used historical data to forecast the upcoming power requirements. The
historical data is stored in spread sheets and is made available to the agents locally in their
system. The agents however require reading and processing the data from this spread
sheet. It is important that the data be stored in a specific format to be comprehendible by
agents. Reading data from spread sheet causes slight delay. To make things faster, the
spread sheet is read by the agents at the system startup and data is stored in a local
variable. Listing in Table C.5 briefly shows how this function works for user agent1.
Table C.5– Read from spread sheet function – External Programming
=============================================================================================
isisland.java
=============================================================================================
importorg.apache.poi.hssf.usermodel.*;
importorg.apache.poi.hssf.util.*;
public void readSS()
{
try{
filename = "Load_Aug.xls"; //Name of the spread sheet file
InputStreammyxls = new FileInputStream(filename);
HSSFWorkbookwb
= new HSSFWorkbook(myxls);
HSSFSheet sheet = wb.getSheetAt(0);
//Reading 24 rows of the first column and storing them into variable array “fourCritical”
for (inti = 1; i<=24; i++)
{
HSSFRow row = sheet.getRow(i);
HSSFCell cell = row.getCell((short)1);
if (cell.getCellType() == HSSFCell.CELL_TYPE_NUMERIC) {
fourCritical [1][i] = cell.getNumericCellValue();
fourCritical[1][i]=Math.rint(fourCritical[1][i] *1000.)/1000.;
}
if (cell.getCellType() == HSSFCell.CELL_TYPE_FORMULA) {
fourCritical [1][i] = cell.getNumericCellValue();
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fourCritical [1][i] = Math.rint(fourCritical[1][i] *1000.)/1000.;
}
}
…
}catch (Exception e)
{
e.printStackTrace();
}
}

Please note that Table C.1, C.2, C.3, C.4 and C.5 only show some parts of the functions for
explanation purposes. Complete functions may be much larger than those shown here and
can be found in accompanied files. Other functions in the external code are purely related
to programming and can be implemented in various ways.
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Appendix D
D.1 Zeus Role Modeling
Zeus toolkit provides four default roles.
1) Task Agent role
Agents belonging to Task Agent role perform activities that are application’s domainspecific. These agents are implemented by the developer and interact with utility agents.
2) Name Server role
Name Server contains a database consisting of registries of agents belonging to the society.
Agents in the Task Agent role interact with Name Server to acquire addresses of other
agents in the community.
3) Facilitator role
Facilitator maintains a record of agents’ abilities. It receives and responds to the agents in
the Task Agent role querying about the abilities of other agents.
4) Visualiser role
Default agents in this role server for viewing, analyzing or debugging Zeus agents’ societies.
The functionality of these roles will become clear with the help of the following Role
Modeling and Collaborative diagrams. [20]
The Name Server agent, the Facilitator agent and the Visualiser agent belong to the suite
called utility agents, which facilitate in information discovery and agent visualization. Task
Agent’s roles consist of roles performed by agents that are application specific.
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Role Modeling Diagrams for Zeus Application

Figure D.1 - Default roles present within the Zeus Toolkit, shown relative to the Utility Agent role

Figure D.2- Default roles present within the Zeus Toolkit shown relative to the Task Agent
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Collaborative Diagram for Zeus Application

Figure D.3- Default interaction among agent within the Zeus Toolkit

Summary of Interaction

Table D.1 Explanation of Collaboration for Zeus Application
Collaboration

Explanation

1

Registration

Agents notify the Name Server of their presence

2a

'Resolve' Query

A request for the network location of a named agent

2b 'List' Query
3a

Location Response

3b List Response

A request for all agents of a particular type
The location of the agent previously in question
The list of agents previously in question

4

Ability Request

Asks for information about recipient's abilities

5

Ability Response

Information about an agent's current abilities

6

Inform Request

Asks all activity be forwarded

7

Activity Notification

A copy of any message sent
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8

Find Request

Asks for agents with particular abilities

9

Find Response

A list of agents matching the desired criteria

10 Inter-Agent Message Any other message
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